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ABSTRACT
This project is an inquiry into the utility of community-oriented greenhouses in
urban settings, especially as a type of urban agriculture. I examine environmental
factors and cultural conditions pertinent to greenhouses and analyze 13 existing
community-oriented urban greenhouses, including three in-depth case studies. As
weather-protected places for growing plants, greenhouses offer many potential
benefits to cities and city dwellers, including food and other plant production,
extended growing seasons, insulation for buildings, waste capture, wastewater
treatment, education and employment opportunities, and balmy gathering spaces.
I also discovered an impressive diversity among existing urban greenhouses in
their missions, programs, costs, locations, and other characteristics. Despite the
challenge of obtaining funding, the diversity and flexibility of urban greenhouses
show their promise both to treat a range of problems within cities and to provide
new economic, educational, environmental, and social opportunities.
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Chapter One:
INTRODUCTION
I first conceived of this project as an inquiry into what I called “community
greenhouses.” When I would tell others of the topic, the response I received was
typically some exclamation of genuine interest and support, followed, almost
invariably, by the question, “so what is a community greenhouse?” Indeed, unlike
a community garden, the notion of a community greenhouse is not commonly
known or understood. Still, it would seem to bode well for such a thing as a
community greenhouse that it inspires enthusiasm in people who have never
known or imagined one.
It turns out that there is such a thing as a community greenhouse, but its
form and function are variable. I particularly wanted to learn about how such
greenhouses are being used as a tool to improve urban neighborhoods, and to
understand how they could further be applied in an urban context. After
researching this topic, I have renamed my subject matter as “community-oriented
urban greenhouses.”

Definition of Community-Oriented Urban Greenhouse
A greenhouse is a weather-protected, sunlit space for growing plants.1 With one
exception, the greenhouses I studied are located in—and my analysis is mainly
applicable to—urban environments. I investigated the particular concerns and
needs of urban neighborhoods and how greenhouses address them. The most
1

I sometimes use the term “hoophouse,” which is a simple type of greenhouse usually made by
stretching plastic over a series of half-circle-shaped pipes, or hoops.
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important common thread among the greenhouses I selected was a mission that
concerns itself, at least in part, with the wellbeing of a local population. For
example, a community-oriented urban greenhouse may provide seedlings for
community gardens, sell fresh produce in low-income neighborhoods at
affordable prices, offer a shared growing space for local gardeners, function as a
“living classroom” for science education, or perform a number of other services.
The greenhouse structure itself may serve as a community space, or it may be that
the output of a greenhouse, rather than its physical space, has a role in the
community. The programming, financing, physical structure, operating structure,
and output of community-oriented greenhouses vary.
For information-gathering purposes, this definition was intended to be
open-ended, and the 13 greenhouses I’ve included in this study indeed
demonstrate a range of community-oriented urban greenhouse types. However,
the majority of my subjects fall into a category that may be more narrowly
defined: these subjects function as part of a broader agricultural system that, all
together, serves multiple goals of a community-oriented nonprofit organization.
These goals include but are not limited to producing food to be sold locally,
increasing fresh food access to low-income communities, and engaging the
neighboring community to some extent in the food growing process. The few
subjects which do not fit this definition are instead primarily oriented toward
education, conservation, or business. These definitions and distinctions are further
explored in Chapter Three.
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Research Questions and Goals
My research began with these questions:
•

In what ways can an urban greenhouse be optimized for local conditions
and for the community it serves?

•

What makes a community-oriented urban greenhouse successful and how
is its success measured?

I wanted to examine the many benefits greenhouses can offer urban communities
and, as someone potentially interested in starting my own urban greenhouse, I
wanted to know how an individual or organization can start a community-oriented
greenhouse and set it up for success. These questions provided a helpful jumpingoff point, but—while they are resolved somewhat by my findings and analysis—
they are not the main questions that this thesis answers. Instead, this thesis more
directly responds to these questions:
•

What are the ways in which greenhouses can serve urban communities?

•

How are greenhouses being used in the context of urban agriculture?

•

What challenges do community-oriented urban greenhouses face and how
do they overcome these challenges?

Through my research, I have uncovered a number of clever and innovative
systems and ideas, which I hope will interest not only those already involved with
greenhouses, but a wider audience as well. To current or prospective greenhouse
operators, this project provides insight into program, design, and financing
possibilities. For urban planners, it shines a light on a relatively unfamiliar and
perhaps unexpected subject matter, recommending greenhouses as an adaptable
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solution that can bring important benefits to urban communities, especially in cold
climates. In some cases, a community-oriented urban greenhouse might be
something planners could actively court. The discussion of greenhouses may have
additional relevance for planners as they increasingly take up community food
questions and food systems planning.

Methods
To understand what items in the urban context are relevant to greenhouses, I read
academic books, journal articles, and popular news media about a range of urban
issues and topics, such as vacant land, food deserts, food security, and community
gardens. (There is little academic literature specifically about urban greenhouses.)
To then understand how and the extent to which these topics are actually being
addressed by greenhouses, I studied existing urban greenhouses. I found these
subjects through Internet searches and word-of-mouth. My primary qualifying
criteria were that the subject have: 1) a greenhouse or plans for a greenhouse, 2)
an explicit orientation toward the local community in some way, and 3) an urban
location. Only one subject does not meet all of these criteria: the Inuvik
Community Greenhouse is located in a small remote town rather than a city.
I gathered information about all subjects in any way that I could—
combing their websites, reading news articles, requesting information through
email, and making phone calls. Together these methods filled out a profile of each
greenhouse. Chapter Three presents these findings, including a chart for
comparing all 13 subjects.
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Of these subjects, I chose three urban agriculture greenhouses—the
Dudley Greenhouse in Boston, the Community Gardens Greenhouse in Lowell,
and the Growing Power Urban Farm in Milwaukee—as case studies to be
explored in greater detail in Chapter Four. I selected these three for several
reasons. To begin, quite simply, I was intrigued by each of these greenhouses and
felt they would be instructive. I was able to visit each one in person, tour the
greenhouse, and talk to a manager or staff member. Taken together, the cases
show a wide variety of urban greenhouses in their size, income, level of influence,
growing systems, funding mechanisms, and other characteristics. Yet they still
share certain goals, such as providing affordable food and teaching community
members about gardening.
In the last two chapters, I analyze my findings, examining the diversity
among subjects, their common challenges, and the dimensions of their success.
With this thesis, I intend to demonstrate the value and potential of greenhouses,
and I draw conclusions about how they can increasingly be used as a tool to foster
positive change in cities.

5

Chapter Two:
LITERATURE REVIEW
In order to understand the potential value of urban greenhouses, I reviewed
academic books, journal articles, and news media which touch on a range of often
interrelated questions about food access, food security, environmental
sustainability, neighborhood revitalization, and social equity in cities. Though
greenhouses are rarely explicitly proposed or promoted, they can be implied as a
solution to many of the problems described. While it would be possible to cast the
need for urban greenhouses in other terms, I use urban agriculture as the main
theme. In this chapter, I explore these topics:
•

vacant land

•

food deserts

•

community gardens

•

public health

•

brownfields

•

conventional agriculture

•

personal wellbeing and

•

community food security

community involvement

•

food culture

•

food production

The list could easily go on—especially if I were to reach deeper into the fields of
psychology and sociology—but the above topics offer a concrete starting place
for understanding the potential utility of urban greenhouses. In later chapters, by
studying real urban greenhouse initiatives in the United States and Canada, I
“answer” many of the challenges described in this chapter.
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Vacant Land, Guerilla Gardens, and Community Gardens
Lots which are empty and unused can have a damaging effect on neighborhoods.
While anyone who has spent time in a neighborhood with vacant lots may
intuitively know this to be true, researchers have captured this trend empirically.
A study of the effects of vacant land in Philadelphia found measurable “blighting
effects” from vacant land. The city’s 40,000 vacant parcels—both privately- and
publicly-owned and mostly located in low-income neighborhoods—resulted in a
combined loss of $3.6 billion because of their damaging influence on neighboring
property values (Econsult Corporation and Penn Institute for Urban Research
2010, 5). These “blighting effects” harm more than just property values—one
author argues that the physical conditions of a community affect how its members
view themselves (Lewis 1996, 54). Therefore, a seedy, unkempt lot may redound
to the mentalities of its neighbors. Furthermore, urban vacant lots are often
contaminated by previous uses, a problem I discuss below.
Proactive residents often illicitly turn vacant lots into “guerilla gardens,”
which, like any garden, beautify the space and often provide food. This is an
informal form of urban agriculture. Larger vacant lots may be converted into
community gardens, which are usually legal and more formally established. Still
most community gardens “exist on land that is donated or leased on short terms,”
meaning they are often temporary (Lawson 2005, 12).
Guerilla and community gardens show how, despite its downsides, vacant
urban land is an easily identifiable opportunity for neighborhood improvement
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(Kaufman and Bailkey 2004, 178). They also suggest that urban dwellers who
may not have adequate gardening space of their own still have a desire to garden.

Brownfields
The possibility of soil contamination threatens many kinds of urban gardens. Sites
which are or are potentially contaminated by previous uses are called brownfields.
They are common in urban environments and they can be quite sinister: they
threaten public health, the local ecosystem, and neighborhood vitality. Brownfield
contamination cleanups are regulated by state and federal governments.
Massachusetts, for example, enforces cleanup standards through its cleanup law,
Chapter 21E. It also offers incentives to buyers and sellers who will commit to
brownfield cleanups (Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection).
Exposure to contaminants in a brownfield can occur by ingesting polluted
soil either directly or indirectly “through food produced on these properties,”
inhaling airborne particulates, or through “direct skin contact with contaminated
water or airborne particulates.” This exposure can pose various health risks,
ecological and environmental risks, and public welfare risks (DeSousa 2008, 7).
For those who wish to garden on a brownfield without taking on the
expense of a state-approved cleanup, a variety of different methods can be used to
avoid growing food in contaminated soil. These methods include raised beds,
hydroponics, or “inground cultivation following careful soil preparation”
(Kaufman and Bailkey 2004, 190). Still, because toxicity can sometimes be
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transferred through the air, even planting in raised beds or in a greenhouse may
not be safe depending on the nature of the site’s contamination.

The Benefits of Community Gardens
Advocates for urban agriculture do not retreat from the problem of brownfields,
arguing that “site contamination, while an issue of concern, is a surmountable
problem” (Kaufman and Bailkey 2004, 190). And it is a problem worth
surmounting, they argue, because even the humblest urban agriculture venture—a
guerilla garden, say—provides a variety of benefits, solving much more than just
the eyesore of abandoned property. Laura Lawson’s historical overview of
community gardens in America shows that communal gardening spaces have long
been regarded as multifaceted tools with which to address a range of social,
socioeconomic, and environmental issues (Lawson 2005, 287). Like most urban
agriculture, the benefits of community gardens can include:
•

food production for poor families;

•

increased community food security;

•

psychological benefits provided by having nature in urban areas;

•

environmental benefits of gardens in urban areas;

•

stronger connections formed with neighbors;

•

productive work opportunities for at-risk youth; and

•

reduced reliance on the mainstream agriculture and market system.

These benefits are frequently connected to one another; some apply across the
board, while others are relevant only in certain contexts. Some are verified by
9

controlled studies while others are backed up primarily by observed or anecdotal
evidence. A few authors make the observation that there are many isolated studies
that point to the benefits of community gardens, but “no clearinghouse or easily
referenced source that bridges the literature” or stays up to date with research
related to community gardens (Hou et al. 2009, 21).
But proving the benefits (and the limits) of community gardens is crucial,
argues Lawson. “An unarticulated faith in gardening as a cure for crisis” may
have the ironic effect of undermining the pro-community garden movement as a
whole. Lawson writes:

Most people view urban garden programs as symbols of hope and positive
action toward individual and social betterment. However, relying on vague
benevolent approval avoids the exercise of clarifying and articulating a
garden’s real objectives…The assumption that gardens can garner support
through their inherent goodness permits a lack of accountability about the
good that gardens can actually do. The belief that urban gardens
ameliorate a range of problems has produced righteous justifications of
gardening without attention to actual results. (Lawson 2005, 292)

While food production is measurable, she adds, “less tangible benefits” have
rarely been evaluated. Some assessments of these intangible benefits have been
attempted, though perhaps few that would ultimately carry weight in the
policymaking process.
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Toward providing the “actual results” that Lawson calls for, Vicki Been
and Ioan Voicu show that at least some of a community garden’s intangible
benefits may be measurably expressed in property values. Their 2006 study
looking at community gardens in New York City intended to strengthen the case
for community gardens, especially in land use controversies (Been and Voicu
2006, 3-4). The results are compelling. They write:

We find that the opening of a community garden has a statistically
significant positive impact on residential properties within 1000 feet of the
garden, and that the impact increases over time. We also find that gardens
have the greatest impact in the most disadvantaged neighborhoods. Finally,
a simple cost-benefit analysis suggests that the gain in tax revenue
generated by community gardens in the 1,000-foot ring may be substantial.
(Been and Voicu 2006, 4-5)

They hypothesize that community gardens’ particularly uplifting effect on
property values in low-income neighborhoods may result from a general lack of
parks and other open space in these neighborhoods (Been and Voicu 2006, 9).
They find that garden quality—measured by cleanliness, social gathering space,
decorations, fencing quality, and landscaping—corresponds with the magnitude of
property value rise. This is consistent with Kaplan, Kaplan, and Ryan’s discovery
that an apparent “attention to detail” positively affects the way people view a
space (Kaplan et al. 1998, 11).
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Personal Wellbeing and Community Involvement
As with community gardens, bringing greenery and nature into urban dwellers’
lives is generally seen as positive, but its specific benefits and goals are not
always named. Horticulturalist Charles A. Lewis articulates how human
interaction with plants—especially through gardening—fosters self-esteem and
personal serenity. For the most part he does not rely on scientific studies, but
rather draws heavily on anecdotes, art, metaphors, nostalgia, and observation to
illustrate and illuminate how humans benefit from plants. He finds that many
colleagues in a wide range of other fields, from geography to medicine, accept
“the significance of the fact that people respond to plants” (Lewis 1996, 126). A
study at the Compton Community College in the Los Angeles area supports this
common belief. The study found that participants in a student gardening program
“showed lower levels of ethnocentrism than the control group and significantly
higher scores in self-esteem” (Hoffman, Knight, and Wallach 2007, 407).
Qualitative evidence collected in the same study also suggested that gardening
increased participants’ “community involvement and awareness” (Hoffman et al.
2007, 408).

Food Production and Food Deserts
In addition to psychological and aesthetic benefits, the capacity of urban
agriculture to feed people is one of its most celebrated uses, and by itself
addresses a host of other problems. Urban agriculture in its many forms can help
mitigate “food deserts,” or neighborhoods that do not have adequate food
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shopping options. Food deserts often occur in low-income neighborhoods, in part
because grocers are sometimes not willing to locate there, and in part because
low-income residents typically have less mobility than higher-income residents,
decreasing the radius of accessible food (United States Department of Agriculture
2009, III). Establishing farms in the city does not dismiss the need for more
grocery stores, but at least brings some food into food deserts. In this way, urban
agriculture is a step toward correcting what is widely seen as a social justice issue.

Public Health Benefits of Urban Agriculture
Increasing local access to fresh produce also addresses certain public health
concerns. Often, fast food or highly processed options are less expensive—longterm health costs notwithstanding—than fresh produce and other whole foods.
(The short-term cheapness of fast food and highly processed foods is, by itself,
considered a complicated public health problem owing to several causes.)
Compounding this problem is the fact that fast food chains often locate in food
deserts, meaning they are more accessible than grocery stores (Flournoy 2010, 56). Thus, poor families with limited food budgets frequently opt for unhealthy
foods over more nutritious foods. Public health advocates see urban agriculture as
a way to divert at least some food-dollars away from unhealthy food options
toward healthier whole foods (which must also be affordable), therefore
improving a neighborhood’s overall health prospects (Flournoy 2010, 3).
A variety of studies support the suggestion that increased access to healthy
food in food deserts increases local consumption of healthy food (United States
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Department of Agriculture 2009, 52-53; Flournoy 2010, 7). It is worth noting,
however, that a positive correlation between increased healthy food access and
improved health outcomes—especially related to obesity—has not been
definitively established (United States Department of Agriculture 2009, 55). But
whether or not this correlation can ever be adequately proven hardly seems
relevant in the face of anecdotal evidence—and common sense—which suggest
that bringing affordable fruits and vegetables into food deserts is a win from both
public-health and quality-of-life perspectives.

Environmental Benefits of Urban Agriculture
In addition to its social justice and public health implications, urban agriculture is
also important for environmental reasons. To begin, local food avoids the various
environmental problems associated with transporting food over long distances.
Though the term “urban agriculture” does not necessarily imply sustainable or
organic agriculture (terms which can also be a bit slippery), urban farms usually
strive to be environmentally sustainable and near-organic or organic in practice, if
not certified so. Even if an urban farm is not purposely environmentally friendly,
its space limitations may preclude certain environmentally-harmful practices
common on larger rural farms.
A significant reason that urban agriculture is a darling among
environmentalists is that it provides a partial alternative to the mainstream market
system, which is largely based on conventional agriculture (also known as
industrial agriculture) (Pothukuchi 2004, 357). Many authors see grave
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environmental problems in this agricultural paradigm, particularly the massive
amount of fossil fuels needed for “plowing, applying fertilizer, seeding, weeding,
and harvesting,” and for trucking food over long distances (Despommier 2010, 5).
Relatedly, many authors lament how the organic cycle underlying food
production is broken by current conventional agricultural practices. Interfering
with the organic cycle is offensive to many on a “gut level," but also creates
precarious input dependencies and causes dramatic environmental degradation.
Author Carolyn Steel strings together an alarming set of statistics:

95 percent of the food we eat today is oil-dependent…70 percent of global
freshwater is used for agriculture…75 percent of global fish stocks are
exhausted or overfished. Each year, 4.6 million hectares of tropical
rainforest are destroyed to make way for agriculture; a further 10 million
hectares of existing farmland are lost to salination and erosion. Food and
agriculture account for an estimated one-third of global greenhouse gas
emissions. (Steel 2009, 19-20)

In the context of global population growth and increasing urbanization, these
threats to natural resources are even more serious.

Other Problems with Conventional Agriculture
The problems with industrial agriculture are not strictly environmental—food
safety and workers’ rights, for example, are threatened by the system as well.
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Agriculture is consistently ranked as one of the most dangerous occupations in the
United States, as it causes some of the highest rates of work-related illness and
injury, especially among low-wage workers (Lo and Jacobson 2011, 63). Various
forms of pesticide poisoning, for example, are a common problem among lowwage farm workers who are routinely exposed to pesticides (Das et al. 2001, 303).
Additionally, because many farm workers are undocumented immigrants, they
often receive little or no employment benefits, are paid below minimum wage,
and are subjected to working conditions below U.S. standards. In extreme (but not
necessarily uncommon) cases, these working conditions “meet the definition of
slavery under federal law” (Lo and Jacobson 2011, 66).
Unsafe working conditions and a lack of workers’ rights are grave
problems of conventional agriculture, but they are less recognized than the
problem of food-borne illnesses, which has become a mainstream concern.
Recurring food safety threats, such as E. coli O157:H7 and Salmonella outbreaks,
have caused many to question whether the efficiency gains of conventional
agriculture are worth the risks of such a centralized system. One author argues
that concentrated food processing systems “inherently increase risk to
consumers”—that, at a certain point, “biological entities” such as vegetables are
simply irreconcilable with the industrial production style of the conventional
agriculture business (Stuart 2008, 178).
Threats to worker safety, workers’ rights and food safety relate to yet
more concerns about conventional agriculture’s implications for the treatment of
livestock, the toxicity of certain agricultural practices, and other subjects. In all,
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many authors argue in various ways that the efficiencies achieved by conventional
agriculture—which, it must also be stressed, are deeply embedded in our
economy and culture—do not justify its negative externalities.

Community Food Security
As urban agriculture is seen as a partial solution to the ills of this country’s
current food and farm systems, it is also considered to be part and parcel of the
increasingly-influential concept of community food security (CFS). Community
food security can be seen both as an end-state—a goal in itself—and as a
framework for meeting that goal. Though there is no consensus yet about its
definition, one definition has been widely circulated: “Community food security
is defined as a situation in which all community residents obtain a safe, culturally
acceptable, nutritionally adequate diet through a sustainable food system that
maximizes community self-reliance and social justice” (Pothukuchi 2004, 357).
According to Gerda Wekerle, CFS views local food initiatives both as a
substantiation of democracy and as a way to “de-link” from the “corporate global
food system” that it critiques (Wekerle 2004, 379). However, as Kameshwari
Pothukuchi sees it, de-linking is not the main goal of CFS. She believes that the
corporate global food system is “here to stay for the foreseeable future,” but that
CFS is a way to exert community influence on that system and to provide
“sustainable alternatives.” Further, gathering information about the conditions of
a given community’s food security provides a necessary starting point for change
(Pothukuchi 2004, 360).
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Because of its comprehensive approach, CFS implicates the views and
concerns of many different parties, from planners and community development
corporations to farmers and environmentalists (Lawson 2005, 270). Thus,
improving CFS depends on partnerships and other types of coordination among
various agencies and organizations (Pothukuchi 2004, 360).

Current Food Culture and Alternative Visions
The above definition of community food security is consistent with the views of
many urban agriculture advocates, who see the need to reconcile consumer tastes
with grower preferences and capabilities. In part, this may require “consumer
education…to change the eating habits of people long accustomed to a steady diet
of processed convenience foods” (Flisram 2009, 16). But it may have more to do
with cultural awareness on the part of the growers. Will Allen, a prominent urban
farmer, argues that “food that is locally grown and sold needs to be culturally
appropriate” lest “the stuff that sells at trendier markets…sit unsold at a local
neighborhood market” (Flisram 2009, 17). In other words, urban farmers and
others involved in urban agriculture must learn about the local community’s food
culture. At the same time, achieving CFS requires an overall cultural shift, to
some extent, in order to achieve systemic change.
Steel believes that feeding people is as much a matter of culture as it is of
simply producing food. For example, despite the massive amount of resources put
into U.S. agriculture, “half the food produced in the U.S. is wasted,” and “a
billion people in the world are obese, while another billion starve” (Steel 2009,
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20). As a response, Steel’s vision, which she calls sitopia, reassesses and
reallocates space and resources to create an ethical, sustainable, and—
importantly—desirable approach to dwelling (Steel 2009, 20). In sitopia, we
begin by asking ourselves “what sort of communities we want to live in,” then
design food systems accordingly (Steel 2009, 21). She envisions a community
with strong rural-urban ties, bustling marketplaces, antitrust regulations, urban
farms, fairly-paid farmers, lots of home cooking, and an intact organic cycle
(Steel 2009, 21).
Like Steel, Dickson Despommier reimagines the system, but using his
vertical farm concept as the linchpin. Despommier writes enthusiastically about
vertical farms as a solution to urban food problems, especially the environmental
problems caused by current food production and distribution systems. A vertical
farm is more-or-less a hypergreenhouse—a multi-story, glassed-in farm using
state-of-the-art technologies to optimize space and resources. Of all the literature I
read, Despommier’s most directly promoted urban greenhouses. Despommier
presents the vertical farm as a virtual silver bullet for urban food problems, and
one that is fully within reach of current technology. Apparently its only catch is
the need for the political will to make it possible (Despommier 2010, 3).
Despommier’s vertical farm vision is expensive, sweeping, and deeply
pro-technology. He wants to use technology to promote and enhance the organic
cycle, rather than dismantle it. The idea is compelling, but whether vertical farms
really are the agricultural technology of the future, or whether—as the old joke
about nuclear fusion power goes—they always will be the technology of the
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future, remains to be seen, as no vertical farm has yet been built. However, a case
study subject in this thesis, Growing Power, is in the process of raising $10
million to build a vertical farm.

Critiques of Urban Agriculture
For reasons described above, urban agriculture is becoming increasingly popular.
No authors I read criticize urban agriculture initiatives, but a few identify
problems with the overall movement, advising against certain misplaced
expectations about its role.
Two researchers warn of a “local trap,” in which consumers assume that
“local” means more environmentally sustainable, which may not always be the
case. Indeed, in his research on localist movements, David Hess finds there to be
“varying degrees of convergence and divergence between sustainable food and
local food” (Hess 2009, 136). For example, where in the 1970s the term “organic”
typically implied small and localist, now many certified-organic farms are more a
part of the mainstream food industry than the local food system. This serves as a
reminder that “global corporations can easily disaggregate a complex of values
that link localism and sustainability by selecting in favor of green production
while leaving behind the politics of local control” (Hess 2009, 137).
Lawson finds a potentially grave problem in “the tendency to propose
urban gardens as treatment for largely unsolvable issues.” And using gardens to
distract from deeper problems actually compromises “the credibility of urban
gardening as a change agent” (Lawson 2005, 292). A community garden may well
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be an inspiration for community organizing, but it cannot by itself solve complex
and difficult urban problems, such as drug traffic or a lack of public services
(Lawson 2005, 293). Presenting urban agriculture as a cure-all can undermine
perceptions of its value (because it won’t cure all), as well as misdirect resources
away from other worthy concerns.

Conclusions
The literature reviewed in this chapter considers the problems of vacant land,
brownfields, food deserts, poor public health related to nutrition, and a
widespread dependency on conventional agriculture. It primarily promotes
community gardens and other forms of urban agriculture as solutions (but not as
panaceas). Community-oriented greenhouses may be equated with these solutions
in many cases, though not all—for example, they may not be seen as a form of
open space in the way that community gardens are. In the following chapters, I
more directly explore the capabilities of urban greenhouses.
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Chapter Three:
URBAN GREENHOUSE SURVEY & CHART
The previous chapter explores a variety of widespread urban problems such as
brownfields, vacant lots, food deserts, and a reliance on industrial agriculture.
Many authors promote some form of urban agriculture as a solution. However,
urban greenhouses, per se, were rarely mentioned. (Even in the context of urban
agriculture literature, my searches for “greenhouse” in book indices or online
academic databases more often turned up information about greenhouse gases and
climate change than about weather-protected spaces for gardening.) Nonetheless,
I could easily read greenhouses as an alternative or additional, complementary
solution. To learn more about how greenhouses are actually being used to create
opportunity and treat urban ills, I sought real examples of community-oriented
urban greenhouses. From Internet research and conversations with representatives
from greenhouse organizations, I have been able to survey the urban greenhouse
“scene” in the U.S. and Canada.
In this chapter I discuss 10 greenhouse organizations, each of which sheds
light on how greenhouses can be put to work in an urban setting. What problems
do people set out to solve with greenhouses? In what ways do they succeed and in
what ways do they fall short? Together, my subjects demonstrate the salutary
range of greenhouses in the real, non-theoretical world, from creating jobs to
protecting native plant species.
Based on their main activities and missions, I roughly categorize
greenhouse types as urban agriculture, education, conservation, or for-profit
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business. Certain aspects of these categories overlap in several cases. The
majority of subjects in this thesis are classified as urban agriculture greenhouses,
which are nonprofit operations that have local food production and accessibility
as primary goals.2 Such greenhouses rarely stand alone, and are instead part of a
nonprofit’s larger agricultural system. The two for-profit businesses in this
chapter are also engaging in a form of urban agriculture, but on a much larger
scale and using a different paradigm than the nonprofit urban agriculture
greenhouses. Education and conservation greenhouses may also produce food, but
their general orientations are less toward food production than other goals.
The Greenhouse Chart, at the end of this chapter, summarizes my findings,
using comparable data from each greenhouse where possible. I describe these 10
greenhouses according to the order in which they appear in the chart3:
1. City Natives; Boston, MA
2. Inuvik Community Greenhouse; Inuvik, Northwest Territories, Canada
3. Community Greenhouse Partners; Cleveland, OH
4. Concordia Greenhouse; Montreal, Quebec, Canada
5. Green City Growers Cooperative; Cleveland, OH
6. Feed Denver; Denver, CO
7. The Jewel Box; St. Louis, MO
8. LightEffect Farms; Boston, MA
9. New York Sun Works; New York, NY
2

The distribution of greenhouse types in this thesis is not meant to reflect the real-world
distribution. While it is clear that the urban agriculture greenhouse is a popular type of
community-oriented greenhouse (so are education greenhouses and conservatories), I do not know
how many greenhouses of each type exist.
3
Alphabetical by organization name (not by greenhouse name).
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10. California Hotel Greenhouse; Oakland, CA
Three of the greenhouses represented in the chart, Community Greenhouse
Gardens (Lowell, MA), Growing Power (Milwaukee, WI), and the Dudley
Greenhouse (Boston, MA), are not profiled in this chapter but are instead
discussed in the following chapter, Case Studies.

1. City Natives; Boston, MA
City Natives,4 a program run by the Boston Natural Areas Network (BNAN),
meets an urban need not attempted by any other subject in this thesis: native
species conservation. Its greenhouses are located in Boston’s Mattapan
neighborhood on land leased from the Massachusetts Department of Conservation
and Recreation. Since 2001, City Natives’ 630-square-foot hoophouse hosts up to
125 native species per year. Its 864-square-foot traditional greenhouse produces
about 8,000 to 10,000 plants per year, including native trees, shrubs, and
perennials. Both greenhouses house some annual seedlings for flowers and
vegetables as well. These plants are both sold and donated to nonprofits,
businesses, individuals, and community gardens. The program is funded almost
entirely through grants from multiple foundations.
Though I do not explore the topic in the Literature Review, native species
conservation is important (in cities, suburbs, and rural areas alike) because it
promotes ecosystem health and equilibrium. In built-up areas like cities, the
ecosystem may be particularly vulnerable or sensitive. Increasing the presence of
4

Unless otherwise noted, my sources of information about the City Natives greenhouses are my
conversations with Jeremy Dick, BNAN Director of Property and Horticulture, on March 22, 2011
(phone) and July 14, 2011 (in person).
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native species can fortify the local environment against invasive plants and help
restore habitat for needed insects and wildlife. Through its propagation of plant
species native to the Boston area, BNAN is providing a service that indirectly
benefits the City’s residents, which I believe qualifies City Natives as a
community-oriented greenhouse operation. City Natives’ community orientation
is strengthened by its additional goals of public education and volunteer training,
habitat improvement projects, and providing seedlings to Boston’s community
gardens.5 The greenhouses serve as a center for horticultural programming and
volunteer training. Two or three volunteers can be found working at City Natives
daily; over the course of the year, a total of 30 or more volunteers work in the
greenhouses. The City Natives grounds outside the greenhouses are also home to
other educational programs, including the Learning Garden and an apiary. BNAN
hosts two big events at City Natives, the Spring and Fall Festivals and Perennial
Divides, each attracting between 400 and 600 participants.

2. Inuvik Community Greenhouse; Inuvik, Northwest Territories, Canada
When I first dreamed up the idea of a community greenhouse, I conceived of
something much like the Inuvik Community Greenhouse, where members simply
rent space in a greenhouse and benefit from the natural community of gardeners it
fosters. In many ways, it is an indoor community garden. Though the Inuvik
Community Greenhouse is not located in an urban area—rather, it is in a small,
remote town above the Arctic Circle in Canada—its successes and challenges are

5

BNAN owns 44 community gardens and is directly involved with many more.
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still relevant for urban agriculture, especially in cold climates. The greenhouse is
a “half-pipe-shaped” former hockey rink, saved from demolition in 1998 by a
group of local residents who organized to convert the rink into a hoophouse. They
formed a nonprofit, the Community Garden Society of Inuvik, raised funds for the
building’s conversion, and successfully instituted a community greenhouse
(Mahoney 2004). The hockey-rink-turned-community-greenhouse appears to have
been a resounding success for Inuvik. For planners everywhere, it demonstrates
the community-development power of a greenhouse as well as a successful
adaptive reuse of a defunct building.
The greenhouse has 88 raised plots, each 18 inches deep. Large plots are
64 square feet and cost $50 per year to rent; small plots are 32 square feet and
cost $25 per year (Community Garden Society of Inuvik). The greenhouse is
funded by rental fees and membership dues, territorial and federal grants, and
sponsorship from “aboriginal groups and businesses.” There is also a 4,000square-foot commercial operation in the greenhouse, about which I was not able
to find much information (Mahoney 2004). Presumably, it helps cover all costs.
A primary benefit of the greenhouse is food production. Gardening (and,
likely, the commercial operation) at the greenhouse provides fresh produce, an
alternative to the well-traveled and therefore expensive produce sold at the
grocery store. In this extreme northern and wintry climate, the greenhouse gives
local produce a bigger window. In this way, it is much like any urban agriculture
greenhouse. While Inuvik’s last snowfall usually occurs in mid-June and its first
occurs in late August, the growing season in the greenhouse is more similar to
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that of southern Canada, from approximately the second week of May to early
October (Mahoney 2004).
In a town of only 3,700, the Community Garden Society of Inuvik boasts
over 100 members and has a waiting list for garden plots. The greenhouse space is
widely considered an “oasis”—its warmth and greenery provide not only a
lushness rare in the “frozen Arctic,” but also a cheerful gathering space for the
community (Mahoney 2004). A unique condition that gardeners in Inuvik face is
24-hour daylight in summer months, which allows gardeners to grow “anything
they like” such as tomatoes, spinach, and strawberries (Community Garden
Society of Inuvik). But the constant daylight can also be tricky in periods of
extreme heat or extended cloudiness (Mahoney, 2004); otherwise, the biggest
greenhouse challenge is typical: a dependence on outside funding sources.

3. Community Greenhouse Partners; Cleveland, OH
Community Greenhouse Partners (CGP) is a start-up nonprofit in Cleveland that
embodies the main type of operation explored in this thesis: an urban agriculture
operation using greenhouses toward multiple goals. Through its urban farm and
planned commercial greenhouse, CGP broadly seeks to improve the quality of life
in the surrounding low-income neighborhoods by selling locally-grown
vegetables at a low cost, hiring locally, and educating young people about science
and sustainability (Community Greenhouse Partners’ Facebook page).
Holistic thinking permeates all of CGP’s projects and is a part of the
organization’s ethos. Fittingly, permaculture—a form of agricultural planning
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emphasizing holism and self-sufficiency—is a part of CGP’s educational
curriculum (Smith 2011, “Final Thoughts on 2011”). CGP has also been heavily
influenced by Growing Power, an urban agriculture organization described in the
next chapter. CGP founder Tim Smith says that Growing Power provided the
template for much of CGP’s current and planned operations, adding that
“everything else we’re doing is extra, sort of the frosting on a really healthy cake”
(Tim Smith, pers. comm.).
With the $40,000 the CGP has so far raised from foundations and
individual donors, the one-year-old nonprofit bought a 2.83-acre church parcel
and has built, among other things, a permaculture “forest garden” and 4,000square feet of raised beds. The first of CGP’s six planned hoophouses, for
growing and teaching, was built in May of last year. The hoophouse is heated by a
homemade rocket stove, an efficient, high-temperature wood-burning stove
(Smith 2011, “Final Thoughts on 2011”).
CGP’s long-term plans for a “large-scale commercial greenhouse
complex,” called the Commercial Greenhouse Enterprise, would allow for yearround, sustainable vegetable and fish production. The greenhouse would ideally
create at least 15 new living-wage jobs for neighborhood residents, have a
community kitchen, and provide for-credit classes to youth. The community
kitchen would further expand economic prospects locally by providing a place for
farmers and gardeners to add value to their products. The concept for the
Commercial Greenhouse Enterprise is well developed, but not yet funded. The
CGP hopes to rely on a combination of city, state, and federal programs, rather
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than venture capital markets, to fund the Commercial Greenhouse Enterprise
(Community Greenhouse Partners’ Facebook page).
In a phone interview, Smith also mentioned the organization’s “BHAG
(Big Hairy Audacious Goal)” to ultimately turn the commercial greenhouse
complex into a processing, packaging, and distribution hub for local farmers,
including those who do not work directly with the greenhouse. As far as I can tell,
this plan is unique among urban greenhouse organizations.
Few urban greenhouse organizations are as insistent about the importance
of healthy food as CGP. Improving public health, though not explicitly named, is
clearly part of the organization’s interpretation of “quality of life”: “We are
distributing nutritious, freshly picked food to our low-income neighbors. A proper
diet is critical for mental and physical health, so our products will have a direct,
positive impact on our community” (Community Greenhouse Partners’ Facebook
page). Additionally, the website explains that founder Tim Smith is a life-long
diabetic who understands the deep problems caused by obesity and poor diet,
especially for children (Community Greenhouse Partners, “Staff”). The plan for a
community kitchen as part of the Commercial Greenhouse Enterprise would
provide space for cooking classes and nutrition education (Community
Greenhouse Partners, “Mission”). If it succeeds with its plans for the Commercial
Greenhouse Enterprise and BHAG, CGP’s operations could be categorized as
both for-profit business and urban agriculture. Until then, CGP falls squarely in
the urban agriculture category.
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4. Concordia Greenhouse; Montreal, Quebec, Canada
The Concordia Greenhouse, which sits atop a building on the Concordia
University campus, may be considered both an urban agriculture greenhouse and
an education greenhouse. Though it is owned by the university, it is run by a
collective called Sustainable Concordia, comprised of university students, faculty,
and staff, as well as individuals and groups from the community. The collective
and its partners use the greenhouse toward the goals of sustainability education,
organic urban agriculture demonstration, community food security, and student
involvement (Sustainable Concordia).
The 2,200-square-foot Concordia Greenhouse was built in 1966 for use by
the Biology Department, abandoned in the 1970s when the department relocated,
and renovated in 2003 for its new uses. Its south-west orientation and rooftop
setting are advantageous for unblocked sun exposure. Like the Inuvik Community
Greenhouse, the Concordia Greenhouse was saved “at the 11th hour” by a group
wishing to use the space for urban agriculture (Grainger 2010). After overcoming
the early challenges of “figuring out how to transform the space from an
abandoned plant museum...to a functional greenhouse,” the Concordia
Greenhouse has successfully reached hundreds of university students and
thousands of community members through its programs (Project Manager Jackie
Martin, pers. comm.). Now, its main challenges are acquiring funding for its
$70,000 yearly operating costs and, relatedly, staffing. Funding comes mainly
from grants, produce sales, and any number of other fundraising efforts the
collective wants to test. However, income is inconsistent, so currently only one
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staff member is paid for 20 hours of work a week, while all other collective
members are volunteers. Additionally, there is a high turnover of people who
work on greenhouse projects because so many of the collective’s members are
students who “come and go every semester” (Jackie Martin, pers. comm.).
In the long term, Sustainable Concordia wishes to keep up successful
programming at the greenhouse, such as gardening workshops, aquaponics, and
public film screenings and discussions, while also seeking to maximize
production and increasingly sell produce to local grocers and restaurants.
Additionally, the organization hopes to expand its City Farm School, a pilot
project for experience-based farm education (Jackie Martin, pers. comm.).

5. Green City Growers Cooperative; Cleveland, OH
Not yet up and running, Cleveland’s Green City Growers Cooperative (GCGC)
centers around the need for decent, long-term jobs, and plans to use urban
greenhouses as the ticket to get there. GCGC is an example of a for-profit
business greenhouse, using urban agriculture as a means to profit. It is part of a
family of for-profit, employee-owned companies called Evergreen Cooperatives.
Evergreen companies all have a social mission and are designed to fill market
needs of the many medical and educational facilities in Cleveland’s University
Circle, “the heart of the city” (Evergreen Cooperatives).
The 43,000 residents of University Circle have a median income of only
$18,000, meaning residents may not be benefitting from the many nearby anchor
institutions (Evergreen Cooperatives). In order to improve the socioeconomic
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prospects for University Circle residents, Evergreen businesses hire from the
neighborhood, offer job training, and are worker-owned. To succeed, the
Evergreen model is “based on identifying business needs and creating businesses
to fill those needs locally.” In the case of GCGC, an increasing interest in local
food and new concerns about rising energy costs and the negative impacts of
industrial agriculture prompted a board member to propose greenhouse food
production as the third major Evergreen venture (The first two are Ohio
Cooperative Solar and Evergreen Cooperative Laundry) (Green City Growers
Cooperative). GCGC’s central aims are local employment and local food
distribution using energy-efficient systems. The company plans to employ over 40
people who can earn equity in the company, lower greenhouse energy costs as
much as possible, and fill a niche in the growing local food scene (Green City
Growers Cooperative).
While Evergreen Cooperatives’ social mission is important for enabling
some capital funding such as foundation grants, its businesses are for-profit
businesses that need to be self-sustaining to work in the long term. GCGC
conducted an exhaustive feasibility study to determine an optimal business plan.
In my November 2010 conversation with team member Mary Donnell, she
promised that there was “no stone that we didn’t turn over.” The study revealed
leafy greens to be the most viable crop because of their relatively low heat
demand. The company already owns a 4.7-acre greenhouse and requires 11 acres
of consolidated urban land for a wind-turbine, high-efficiency boilers,
administrative space, and other structures (Mary Donnell, pers. comm.).
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6. Feed Denver; Denver, CO
Feed Denver is an urban agriculture operation with a diverse set of goals,
including economic and social empowerment and environmental sustainability.6
The Colorado nonprofit has several farm and market sites in the Denver area,
including a few with greenhouses, and it is expanding along the “I-70 Food Desert
Corridor” (Feed Denver). At these sites, Feed Denver runs a variety of
programming, often partnering with other organizations. Its partnerships, such as
those with Ecumenical Refugee and Immigration Services, Architecture for
Humanity, and Growing Power (profiled in the next chapter) appear to be a major
source of financial and organizational strength for Feed Denver, allowing it to
diversify its programming and expand its reach (Feed Denver).
Hoophouses are used at the farm sites primarily for extending the growing
season in the high-altitude climate and for use as classroom space. These
hoophouses are a vital technology on the farm, one that Feed Denver strives to
perfect. The combination of Denver’s high altitude, its dry climate (which makes
water expensive), and even its celebrated “300 days of sunlight a year” can be
challenging for certain greenhouse systems. Feed Denver and its partners seek to
find ways to overcome these challenges by experimenting as much as possible.
For example, Feed Denver’s aquaponics prototype greenhouse,7 which is a
research greenhouse for testing different aquaponics technologies and methods in

6

Unless otherwise noted, my source of information about Feed Denver is a conversation with
Executive Director Lisa Rogers in February 2012.
7
The aquaponics prototype greenhouse at the Denver Housing Authority’s Sustainability Park is
the only Feed Denver greenhouse profiled in the Greenhouse Chart at the end of this chapter.
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the Denver climate. Likewise, from a partnership with Architecture for Humanity,
the Design Like You Give a Damn Project seeks innovative prototype designs for
“structures to grow food in the city” (Feed Denver).
The Design Like You Give a Damn Project highlights an aspect of urban
greenhouses not yet mentioned in this thesis: their architectural character. The
prototype designs for the project are sleek and attractive. Form still must follow
function, but designers for the project show an interest in how the physical form
of the greenhouse will impress passers-by and interact with its city surroundings
(Architecture for Humanity Denver). Figure 3.1 shows an example.

Figure 3.1 A greenhouse design by Architecture for Humanity for Feed Denver (Architecture for
Humanity Denver)

7. The Jewel Box; St. Louis, MO
A notable example of pleasing greenhouse design is the Jewel Box in St. Louis, a
public art deco floral conservatory situated in the city’s largest park, Forest Park. I
include the Jewel Box here to represent a significant genre of urban greenhouses,
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the conservatory. Botanic gardens, museums, and other cultural or educational
institutions often have conservatories open to the public which are used for
private horticulture purposes, for horticultural education for the public, and/or
simply to provide aesthetic pleasure for attendants. To varying degrees,
conservatories have the goal of plant species protection, so for this thesis I
classify them as conservation greenhouses. However, they may just as easily be
called horticulture or aesthetic-pleasure greenhouses.
Like any conservatory, the Jewel Box is used for horticulture and
horticulture education. However, it offers sensory pleasure above all. The space is
open to the public daily and is a popular site for wedding events (City of St.
Louis). Not only is the greenhouse’s flora and general lushness important for
pleasing attendants, but its physical structure is important as well. Often at
conservatories, the greenhouse itself—and not just what it contains—is meant to
be beautiful. This is true at the Jewel Box, where the greenhouse is meant to be
admired from both inside and out. It is 50 feet tall and has over 15,000 square feet
of glass (see figure 3.2). It was built in 1936 and is listed in the National Register
of Historic Places for being architecturally significant and “an outstanding
example of greenhouse design” (St. Louis Front Page).

Figure 3.2 The St. Louis Jewel Box (St. Louis
Front Page)
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8. LightEffect Farms; Boston, MA
Boston-based start-up LightEffect Farms (formerly Top Sprouts) is in the process
of building two commercial rooftop greenhouses systems in the Boston area,
ultimately hoping to build a cooperative network of commercial greenhouses.8
Like the Green City Growers Cooperative (#5, Cleveland, OH), LightEffect
Farms is a for-profit company oriented toward “the triple-bottom line,” meaning
the company hopes to not only be profitable, but produce social and
environmental benefits as well.
The rooftop setting adds potential environmental advantages to the urban
greenhouse model, such as waste heat reuse and savings from “green building
benefits” like insulation and heat absorption. It also brings the new opportunities
and challenges of collaborating with building owners and tenants. The company is
currently developing plans for two rooftop greenhouses, one on the top of the
Boston Globe building in Boston and the other a 30,000-square-foot site above
Signature Breads bakery in Chelsea, a city adjacent to Boston. The Boston Globe
project is estimated to cost $850,000 total, partly on account of high soft costs and
a steep “learning curve.” The cost of the Signature Breads greenhouse is not yet
known, and depends largely on the final size of the greenhouse. LightEffect
Farms will purchase pre-fabricated greenhouses for these sites from Nexus
Greenhouse Systems.

8

Unless otherwise noted, my sources of information about LightEffect Farms are two
conversations with co-founder Alice Leung on February 24, 2011 (in person), and January 23,
2012 (phone).
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Co-founder Alice Leung explains that a 20,000-square-foot greenhouse
would require five full-time staff members, plus additional labor for construction
and product distribution. Thus, a commercial rooftop greenhouse would mean
some measure of new employment. To pay for this labor, for-profit greenhouse
operations depend on economies of scale, meaning that a rooftop greenhouse
would need to be at least 10,000 square feet to be cost-effective, or would need to
work cooperatively with other greenhouses to sell its products. Leung pointed to
other successful cooperatives like Ocean Spray and Organic Valley as potential
models for LightEffect Farms.
The promise of profit is also, not surprisingly, an important selling point
for potential investors. Private “angel” investors and venture capital have supplied
the majority of LightEffect Farms’ capital funding, in addition to some grants and
government funding. Given the importance of profitability to the LightEffect
Farms model, its rooftop greenhouses must at first prioritize wholesale food sales
above other potential greenhouse uses. However, Leung hopes that, once
operating, the company will discover additional creative and collaborative
possibilities for the greenhouse spaces.
Like any start-up, the young company has encountered its share of
obstacles. For example, Leung mentioned a failed attempt to build a rooftop
greenhouse in Natick, a town west of Boston. Even though the Town of Natick
had initially welcomed the idea, zoning difficulties and residential push-back
ultimately prevented the greenhouse from being built. Meanwhile, the City of
Boston has been increasingly friendly to urban agriculture through certain policies
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and zoning changes. The City has recently launched an Urban Agriculture
Rezoning Initiative, which includes objectives such as increasing local food
accessibility and promoting economic opportunity (Boston Redevelopment
Authority 2012), which are just what LightEffect Farms’ planned rooftop
greenhouses are meant to do. However, the Urban Agriculture Overlay Districts
created by the initiative do not yet have clear requirements for greenhouses or
other farm structures. I discuss this further in the Analysis chapter.

9. New York Sun Works; New York, NY
In this thesis I primarily feature urban greenhouses as a form of urban agriculture,
but they are also popular in educational settings, where they serve as a classroom
for natural sciences. New York Sun Works (NYSW) is a nonprofit which aims to
promote science education for youth and a broader understanding of
environmental sustainability through its “on-site science greenhouse laboratories”
(NY Sun Works 2010). It has built greenhouse systems in several New York City
public and charter schools. These include full-scale, stand-alone greenhouses and
in-classroom hydroponic systems, both of which are tailored to the school’s
physical site and the school community’s “specific needs and goals” (NY Sun
Works 2010). For example, one version of the project’s curriculum is being
adapted for motor impaired learners at the project’s pilot site at PS3339 (NY Sun
Works, “The Sun Works Center at PS333”).

9

The pilot greenhouse at PS333 is the only NYSW greenhouse profiled in the Greenhouse Chart
at the end of this chapter.
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Typically, rooftops are the only available and appropriate school property
for stand-alone greenhouses. If technical constraints prevent the possibility of a
rooftop greenhouse, NYSW and the parent-school committee will determine a
feasible alternative, such as an indoor aquaponics system. In all cases, these
greenhouse systems allow for hands-on demonstrations in subjects such as
“chemistry, earth science, biology, and food science” (NY Sun Works 2010).
In order to receive NYSW assistance, parents and school administrators
form a greenhouse committee. This group works with NYSW to develop a
concept and design, as well as plans for fundraising, construction, operation,
maintenance, and curricula. NYSW requires that a client school “commit to
providing a teacher to operate the greenhouse as well as teach classes” (NY Sun
Works 2010). The nonprofit stresses that this provision is vital to the success of
the greenhouse laboratory, which speaks to two important dimensions of
greenhouse success: active management and proficiency with its systems.

10. The California Hotel Greenhouse; Oakland, CA
The California Hotel Garden and Greenhouse, a project run by the Oakland
nonprofit People’s Grocery since 2009, is a small-scale community gardening and
hoophouse operation on the grounds of a low-income housing development in
West Oakland called the California Hotel. Its location at a public housing
development points to another way for agricultural greenhouses to serve urban
communities. The central goals of the project are community building, income
generation for residents, and demonstration of low-technology greenhouse
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growing. California Hotel Garden and Greenhouse Coordinator Max Cadji cites
the high quality of the plants as one of the project’s main successes. He cites a
lack of business skills, such as marketing and record-keeping, as a challenge of
the operation (Max Cadji, pers. comm.).
Like the Inuvik Community Greenhouse (#2 Inuvik, Northwest
Territories), the California Hotel Greenhouse provides both a social gathering
space as well as gardening opportunities for people who normally have limited
opportunities to garden—in this case, rather than being residents of the Arctic
Circle, these are public housing tenants without private backyards. While
community gardens at public housing developments are somewhat common,
greenhouses seem to be rare—Cadji was not aware of any other examples (Max
Cadji, pers. comm.). Yet a simple hoophouse may be an inexpensive way to
expand a resident gardening program at a public housing development. The
California Hotel’s Garden Enterprise Program employs California Hotel residents
to help sell seedlings (People’s Grocery). Thus, in addition to extending the
season for resident gardeners, a greenhouse on public housing grounds can
provide new programming and possibly even employment.

Brownfield Redevelopment
Like any kind of urban development, many urban greenhouses are built on
remediated brownfields. Of the greenhouses mentioned in this chapter, City
Natives (#1, Boston, MA) and Green City Growers Cooperative (#5, Cleveland,
OH) are both built on former brownfields. Urban greenhouses also locate on
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properties which are ugly or environmentally detrimental, if not true brownfields.
For example, Feed Denver (#6, Denver, CO) started a farm on a former parking
lot (Feed Denver). Brownfield remediation and redevelopment appear to be
favorable byproducts of urban greenhouses, rather than the other way around.
However, a case study I explore in the next chapter may be an exception: at the
Dudley Greenhouse, the need for environmental remediation brought about plans
for a community greenhouse.

Greenhouse Chart
The following chart compares 10 greenhouse organizations from this chapter, plus
three case studies. It includes key information about each organization’s goals,
costs, production, engagement with the local community, and funding sources.
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Greenhouse Chart page 1 of 6
Organization

Tagline/Vision

Greenhouse00
Name

1

Boston-Natural- "Working0Toward0
City0Natives
Areas-Network- a0Greener0City"0

2

CommunityGarden-Society
of-Inuvik

"Promoting0
Community0
Through0
Gardening"

Location

Boston,0MA0

Inuvik0Community0 Inuvik,0NWT,0
Greenhouse
Canada

Greenhouse0Type

Year0Started

Size0(sq.0feet)

Months0of0
Operation

2001

1,4940total0
(6300HH,08640
GH)

March0U0
Dec.

urban0agriculture 1998

12,0000total,0
inc.04,0000for0
commercial0
operation

May0U0Sept.

Apx.03,7900
total0on02.830
acre0site0(Melt0
is0840,0
Bamboo0is0
all0year
~450,0Ferrato0
and0OstaraUMt.0
Sinai0are0both0
1,250)

conservation

3

CommunityGreenhousePartners0

40GHs:0Melt0
"We're0improving0 House,0Bamboo0
quality0of0life,0one0 GH,0Ferrato0GH0(in0 Cleveland,0OH
meal0at0a0time." process),0OstaraU
Mt.0Sinai0GH0

urban0agriculture late02010

4

ConcordiaUniversity0

"Learn,0Grow,0
Share"

Concordia0
Greenhouse0

Montreal,0QC,0
Canada

Originally0built0
in0the01960s;0
urban0agriculture,0
renovated02003,0 2,200
education
"rejuvenated"0
around02009

5

EvergreenCooperative0

none

Green0City0
Growers0
Cooperative

Cleveland,0OH

forUprofit0business 2009

205,0000(4.70
acres)

all0year

6

Feed-Denver

Feed0Denver0
"One0Seed,0One0
Aquaponics0
Farm,0One0Farmer0
Denver,0CO
Prototype0at0
at0a0Time"
Sustainability0Park

urban0agriculture 2011

2,000

all0year

all0year
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Greenhouse Chart page 2 of 6
Organization

Tagline/Vision

Greenhouse00
Name

7

Horticulture0
Section0of0
none
St.0Louis0Parks0
Division0

8

No0official0names0
yet;0two0projects0
referred0to0by0
LightEffect0
future0locations0
"Local0Food,0Year%
Farms,0formerly0
on0the0Boston0
Round!"
Globe0building0
Top0Sprouts0
(pilot0project)0and0
Signature0Breads0
bakery0building

9

New0York0Sun0
Works

"New0York0Sun0
Works0Promotes0
Sustainability0
Through0Science0+0
Education"

10

People's0
Grocery

"Healthy0Food0for0 California0Hotel0
Everyone!"
Greenhouse

Jewel0Box

Location

St.0Louis,0MO

Greenhouse0Type

conservation

Year0Started

1936;020020
(renovated0and0 7,500
rePopened)

Boston,0MA0
(Boston0Globe);0
forPprofit0business 2009
Chelsea,0MA0
(Signature0Breads)

The0Sun0Works0
Center0at0the0
Manhattan0School0
for0Children0
New0York,0New0
(PS333)0
York
(flagship0for0the0
Greenhouse0
Project)

Oakland,0CA

education

Size0(sq.0feet)

2010

Months0of0
Operation

all0year

Boston0Globe0
GH0will0be0
2,500P5,000;0
all0year
Signature0
Breads0will0be0
20,000+

1,420

all0year

1,000;0plus0
1,0000outdoor0 Dec.POct.
space

urban0agriculture
2009

Community0
11 Gardens0
Greenhouse

"Growing0
Community0
Communities0
Gardens0
from0the0Ground0
Greenhouse
Up!"

"Inspiring0
communities0to0
build0sustainable0
food0systems0that0
are0equitable0and0
12 Growing0Power ecologically0
sound,0creating0a0
just0world,0one0
foodPsecure0
community0at0a0
time."

Lowell,0MA

Growing0Power0
Urban0Farm0and0
Community0Food0
Milwaukee,0WI
Center0
(Milwaukee0
Headquarters)

Dudley0Street0 "Youth.0Food.0
Dudley0
13 Neighborhood0 Community."0
Greenhouse
(The0Food0Project)
Initiative

Boston,0MA0

urban0agriculture 2004

urban0agriculture

19950(nonP
profit),019990
(prototype0
farm)0

20030(built);0
urban0agriculture 20110(first0
season)

1,1250(25'x45')

March0P0
Sept.

2Pacre0farm;0
total0GH0area0
not0found

all0year

10,080:0apx.0
4,2000for0
commercial0
enterprise

all0year
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Organization

Greenhouse)Mission/Purpose

Native)plant)propogation;)

1

Boston-Natural- habitat)improvement;)
seedlings)for)community)
Areas-Network- gardens;)education)and)
volunteer)training

Long1Term)Goals)

Annual)Production

Model)for)other)NWT)

2

CommunityExtend)growing)season;)foster) communities;)provide)
Apx.)40,000)plants)
Garden-Society community)among)gardeners;) technical)assistance)and)
local)food)production
advice)to)community)gardens)
of-Inuvik
in)NWT

3

CommunityGreenhousePartners)

Community)Involvement

Capital)Costs

30+)volunteers)per)year,)
about)650)total)participants)
8,000110,000)plants)(both)GH) per)year)in)two)major)
Increase)programming,)
$40,000)in)grants,)plus)
and)HH),)inc.)125)species)of) seasonal)events;)4001650)
update)learning)garden,)
$3,500)for)HH)structure)
native)plants,)shrubs,)and)
participants)and)volunteers)
increase)volunteer1hours,)
($5.55/sf))and)$16,000)
trees,)as)well)as)some)non1
per)year)for)educational)
redesign)and)optimize)space)
for)GH)structure)
native)perennials,)and)
programs)on)City)Natives)
for)programming)needs
($18.5/sf)
annuals
site)(not)in)GH);)18)beehives)
on)site)tended)by)
community)members

75)members,)70)of)which)
garden)in)the)GH;)many)
community)events)inc.)the) Apx.)$150,000)($12.5/sf)
Fall)Fair,)garden)markets,)
art)nights,)parties,)weddings

Model)for)other)
entrepreneurs;)energy)
efficiency)and)sustainable)
systems;)build)commercial)GH)
Year1round)affordable)food)
to)create)jobs)and)cover)all)
production;)earth)science)and)
GH)costs)with)profits;)
sustainability)education;)
improve)health)of)
permaculture)
neighborhood)through)fresh) No)baseline)determined)yet
demonstrations;))better)
food)availability)and)nutrition)
quality)of)life)and)creation)of)
education;)"BHAG")(Big)Hairy)
economic)opportunities)for)
Audacious)Goal))for)multi1use)
neighborhood)residents
community)kitchen)which)
would)streamline)processing,)
packaging,)and)distribution)
for)many)local)farms/)gardens

Educated)300)elementary)
and)middle)school)children)
in)first)year;)5)on1site)
interns)(live)in)farmhouse);)
10)regular)volunteers)(3)
from)neighborhood);)
regularly)have)volunteer)
groups)from)community)
service)organizations)and)
court1ordered)community)
service

Continue)to)use)GH)for))
agriculture)and)education;)
maximize)agricultural)
production;)sell)produce)to)
local)grocers)and)restaurants;)
expand)City)Farm)School)
program

100)students)and)
volunteers)last)year;)41)
collective)and)community)
gardens)served)by)GH;)900)
people)attended)events)and)
workshops)in)2010)and)
Not)known;)it)was)built)
2011;)GH)food)donated)to)a)
by)the)university)for)the)
food)bank;)partnerships)
Biology)Department)in)
with)a)handful)of)
1966
community)and)campus)
groups;))graduate)and)
undergraduate)students)
belong)to)GH)Collective;)
faculty)use)space)for)
teaching)and)tours

$4.515M)final)total)
(projected),)inc.)building)
out)everything)
(commercial)GH)
estimated)at)$800,000),)
fixing)up)church,)and)
installing)renewable)
energy)technologies;)
already1built)GHs)each)
cost)between)$2001)
$8,000)(from)$0.44/sf)to)
$6.4/sf)

4

ConcordiaUniversity)

Urban)agriculture)research)
and)demonstration;)
education;)promotion)of)
environmental)sustainability)
and)related)dialogues)within)
Concordia)and)Montreal)
communities)(via)workshops,)
film)screenings,)discussions,)
etc.);)student)employment)
and)volunteer)opportunities;)
local)food)security

5

EvergreenCooperative)

Job)creation)and)local)
employment;)local)food)
production)for)anchor)
institutions

Provide)job)training)and)
upward)mobility)via)employee1 4)million)heads)of)lettuce)
30140)employee1owner)jobs)
ownership)for)those)who)live) annually)(projected);)300,000)
$16M)(projected;)$78/sf)
(projected)
in)Central)and)University)
lbs)of)herbs)(projected)
Circle)neighborhoods

Aquaponics)research)and)
demonstration;)GH)design)
experimentation;)local)food)
production

Explore)GH)designs)for)
optimizing)aquaculture)in)the)
Denver)climate;)test)different) Not)yet)known,)likely)to)vary
strategies)for)high1altitude)
aquaculture

6

Feed-Denver

Total)difficult)to)determine;)
apx.)12,000)seedlings)
cultivated)and)260)lbs)
microgreens)grown)last)year

GH)is)a)collaboration)
between)two)community1
oriented)organizations,)but)
still)in)the)early)stages)of)
experimentation)and)hasn't) Not)known
reached)out)to)the)public;)
Feed)Denver)will)eventually)
share)information)and)allow)
tours
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Organization

Greenhouse)Mission/Purpose

Horticulture0
Section0of0
St.0Louis0Parks0
Division0

8

Local)food)production;)
employment;)energy)
LightEffect0
efficiency;)innovative)rooftop)
Farms,0formerly0
GH)systems;)triple)bottom)
Top0Sprouts)
line)(profits)as)well)as)social)
and)environmental)benefits)

New0York0Sun0
Works

People's0
10
Grocery

Community0
11 Gardens0
Greenhouse

Annual)Production

Community)Involvement

Capital)Costs

Open)to)public)(free)
admission)at)certain)times);)
Floral)displays)(seasonal)and)
Number)of)plants)not)known;)
one)feature)of)St.)Louis's)
permanent))for)the)public;)
permanent)displays)include)
$117,000)(in)1936);)$3.5)
Maintain)status)as)a)"St.)Louis)
largest)city)park;)frequently)
venue)for)special)events;)
25)tropical)plant)varieties;)
million)for)renovation)(in)
treasure")
rented)for)wedding)events;)
historic)GH)in)art)deco)
floral)displays)changed)6)
2002;)$467/sf)
volunteers)from)the)Flora)
architectural)style
times)per)year)
Conservancy)of)St.)Louis)
help)change)floral)displays

7

9

Long1Term)Goals)

Triple1bottom)line)
cooperative)business)
modeled)after)successful)farm) Not)known)yet
co1operatives)such)as)Ocean)
Spray)or)Organic)Valley

Environmental)science,)
sustainability,)climate)change,)
and)nutrition)education;)
Model)for)other)school)GH)
sustainable)systems;)local)
projects;)enhance)quality)and)
food)production;)energy)
depth)of)science)curricula)in)
efficiency;)exceed)NYC)
schools
science)standards;)adapt)
curricula)to)motor1impaired)
students

8,000)pounds)produce)
(projected);)4001600)plants)
growing)at)any)given)time)
(projected)

Demonstration)of)outdoor,)
Generate)enough)revenue)to)
low1tech)growing;)income)
hire)213)residents)to)keep)up)
"No)idea,)I)am)horrible)at)
generation)for)public)housing) the)operation;)cover)all)
tracking."
residents;)training)grounds)for) garden)program)costs)with)
urban)horticulture
plant)and)worm)sales

Seedlings)for)community)
gardens)and)public)events;)
accessible)gardens)for)
disabled;)volunteer)
education;)food)production)
for)the)hungry)(through)a)
food)bank)

Sustain)or)increase)
programming)capacity;)
continue)to)donate)
substantial)amounts)of)food)
to)the)hungry;)continue)to)
work)with)community1based)
organizations)that)can)
provide)funding;)increase)use)
of)handicap)accessible)beds)

Total)food)production)not)
tracked;)in)2011,)from)CGG)
grounds,)2604)plants)donated)
to)community)gardens)and)
individuals)and)379)lbs)
produce)donated)to)the)
hungry)(both)to)food)bank)
and)directly)to)"needy)
families");)in)2011,)from)CGG1
supported)gardens,)795)lbs)
produce)to)the)hungry

Plan)to)hire)locally;)Boston)
Globe)GH)will)provide)salad)
greens)and)herbs)to)
cafeteria;)GH)on)Signature)
Breads)will)utilize)waste)
heat)from)the)bakery's)
many)ovens)and)
refrigerators

Boston)Globe)pilot)apx.)
$850,000)(between)
$170/sf)and)$340/sf;)
"more)expensive")
because)of)high)soft)
costs)and)"learning)
curve");)Signature)
Breads)project)not)yet)
known

School)community)
members)facilitated)entire)
process)of)establishing)GH;)
students)will)have)classes)in)
GH)and)help)maintain)
Apx.)$800,000)total)
growing)systems;)food)
($563.4/sf)
produced)in)GH)will)be)used)
in)classrooms,)cafeteria,)
and)a)lobby)farmstand,)and)
donated)to)a)nearby)shelter

Residents)of)the)California)
Hotel)(public)housing))learn)
Apx.)$5,000
to)grow)plants)and)help)sell)
seedlings
In)2011,)8,576)total)
volunteer1hours)from)apx.)
190)volunteers)(about)10%)
are)regulars);)volunteer)
participation)from)many)
community)groups)and)
Apx.)$4,000)(for)GH)
individuals;)community1
based)organizations)use)GH)
and)grounds)for)gardening;)
GH)hosts)free)Earth)Day)
festival)and)participates)in)
Lowell)Folk)Festival)

3000)volunteers)last)year;)
daily)tours)(as)many)as)
10,000)people)tour)every)
Urban)agriculture)research;)
Build)a)51story)vertical)farm) Apx.)20,000125,000)potted)
year);)internships;)academic)
local)food)production;)
on)site;)continue)to)expand) plants)in)6)GHs;)12,000)lbs)of) and)professional)education)
promotion)of)the)"Good)Food)
the)farm's)positive)influence) microgreens;)apx.)12,000)fish;) program)for)low1income)
12 Growing0Power Revolution";)low1income)
Not)found
both)locally)and)nationally)via) 200)fresh)eggs)per)day;)other) youth;)farming)and)
youth)job)training)and)
education,)outreach,)and)
production)measures)not)
gardening)workshops)(inc.)
empowerment;)education;)
direct)expansion
found
5+)national)workshops)per)
local)economic)development
year);)produce)donated)to)
homeless)or)struggling)
individuals)and)families

Growing)space)for)individual)
Dudley0Street0 community)members)or)local)
nonprofits;)youth)job)training)
13 Neighborhood0
and)education;)local)food)
Initiative
production;)affordable)food)
production

"Crazy)goal")to)cover)
operating)costs)and)some)of)
the)payroll)using)revenue)
from)the)commercial)
enterprise;)reflect)the)
neighborhood's)vision)for)a)
community)growing)space)(as)
expressed)in)GH)planning)
meetings);)local)employment

9)local)community)groups)
using)space;)60)regular)GH)
30,000140,000)total)pounds)of)
users,)mostly)from)the)
food)per)year)(goal);)800)
Dudley)neighborhood)and)
tomato)plants)producing)201
new)to)gardening;)open)to)
25)pounds)of)tomatoes)per)
public)three)days)a)week;)4)
year)(projected)
youth)work)in)GH)3)hours)
each)per)week

Original)GH)cost)over)$1)
million,)mostly)for)
brownfield)remediation;)
apx.)$600,000,)plus)
$180,000)to)finish)and)re1
open)the)space)and)
partially)cover)labor)
costs)in)first)year
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Greenhouse Chart page 5 of 6
Organization

1

2

3

Funding&Sources&and&Partners

Additional&Benefits&and&
Noteworthy&Items

Sources

Grants:&operating&expenses&
Water&for&GH&provided&by&
through&multiple&foundation&
neighboring&community&garden;&
Labor&costs&of&two&
grants;&capital&improvement&
organic&(but&not&certified)&fruit&
BNAN&website;&
Boston-Natural- full@time&GH&
grants&from&Greater&Boston&Urban& orchard&on&site;&pumpkins&
conversations&with&
Areas-Network- employees&plus&
Resource&Partnership&and&Smith& growing&out&of&big&compost&heap& manager&Jeremy&Dick
$3,500&for&supplies&
Family&Foundation;&some&plant&
on&site&are&harvested&by&
sales
community&members

CommunityGarden-Society Apx.&$70,000
of-Inuvik

CommunityGreenhousePartners&

4

ConcordiaUniversity&

5

EvergreenCooperative&

6

Annual&Operating&
Costs

Feed-Denver

Commercial&GH&revenue;&
membership&fees&($25/year&plus&
15&volunteer&hours);&garden&plot&
rental&fees&($100/year);&
occasional&grants;&gift&shop;&
donation&box;&ITI&funding&from&
NWT&government;&fundraising&
events&such&as&bingos&and&
community&cleanups;&sponsorship&
from&individuals&and&businesses&in&
the&form&of&labor,&supplies,&and&
money

Not&yet&known;&
Individual&donations;&foundation&
official&budget&for&
grants;&looking&at&corporate&
2012&is&$100,000&but&
sponsorship&but&only&in&outreach&
it&is&unlikely&to&really&
phase
be&that&high

GH&is&a&converted&hockey&rink&
(saved&from&demolition);&
herbicides&and&pesticides&
prohibited&in&GH;&not&an&urban&
location;&24&hours&of&daylight&
during&season's&peak

Inuvik&GH&website;&
email&from&CGSI&staff;&
Mahoney&2004

Plan&to&become&a&hybrid&
organization&of&for@profit&
CGP's&Facebook&page;&
employee@owned&cooperative&and&
CGP&website;&
nonprofit,&with&for@profit&
conversations&with&
commercial&GH&funding&whole&
director&Tim&Smith&
organization;&right&now,&all&work&
at&the&farm&is&volunteer

$70,000&total

Grants;&Partners:&Commission&
Scolaire&de&Montréal,&Concordia&
Centre&for&Student&Life,&Concordia&
Student&Union,&Facilities&
Management,&Arts&and&Science&
Federation&of&Associations,&
Sustainability&Action&Fund,&School&
of&Extended&Learning,&the&
President's&Strategic&Fund,&Office&
of&the&Vice&President&(Services)

GH&converted&from&an&
"abandoned&house&plant&
museum"&(after&Biology&
Department&moved)&to&multi@use& Sustainable&Concordia;&
GH&in&2003;&university&students&& Action&Communiterre;&
volunteer&in&the&GH;&high&
Grainger&2010
volunteer&turnover&on&projects&
because&students&"come&and&go&
every&semester"

Not&yet&known

New&Markets&tax&credit&financing;&
HUD&section&108;&Brownfield&
Development;&Evergreen&
Cooperative&Development&Fund;&
eventually,&produce&sales

Growing&technologies&will&include&
a&hydroponic&float&bed&system,&
rainwater&catchment&to&feed&
growing&system,&and&energy&
curtains

Not&yet&known

Partnerships;&Partners:&Turn@key&
Feed&Denver&has&several&sites&
Aquaponics;&Colorado&Aqua&
throughout&the&Denver&area&and&
Farms;&Architecture&for&Humanity;&
is&a&Growing&Power&Regional&
Denver&Housing&Authority;&Urban&
Outreach&Training&Center
Farmers&Collaborative&

Evergreen&
Cooperatives;&
conversation&with&staff&
member&Mary&Donnell&

Feed&Denver&website;&
Warner&2009;&
conversation&with&
director&Lisa&Rogers
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Organization

Annual&Operating&
Costs

Funding&Sources&and&Partners

Additional&Benefits&and&
Noteworthy&Items

Sources

7

Horticulture0
Section0of0
Not&found;&part&of&
St.0Louis0Parks0 City's&budget
Division0

Public&Works&Administration&
(1936);&St.&Louis&Parks&Division;&
special&event&rental&fees;&2002&
renovation&mostly&funded&by&
Forest&Park&Forever&(privateO
public&partnership)&and&Bank&of&
America;&Partners:&Flora&
Conservancy&of&St.&Louis&(nonO
profit)

City&gardeners&maintain&plants

8

LightEffect0
Farms,0formerly0 Not&known&yet
Top0Sprouts&

Angel&investor&(oneOthird&of&
Boston&Globe&project);&applying&
for&state&loan&(remaining&twoO
thirds&of&Boston&Globe&project);&
eventually,&produce&sales

Each&GH&expected&to&require&a&
partOtime&manager&plus&1O2&staff&
members;&some&regulatory&
conversations&with&Alice&
complications&but&city&officials&are& Leung
generally&receptive&to&rooftop&
greenhouse&idea

New0York0Sun0
Works

Not&found

Energy&efficiency&through&good&air&
sealing,&retractable&heat&blanket,&
Individual&donations&(inc.&a&small& and&twinwall&polycarbonate&roof;&
portion&from&the&school&
40,000&rainwater&collected&per&
community);&foundation&grants;& year,&filtered&then&used&for&
NY&Sun&Works&website;&
grants&from&City&Councilwoman& cooling&and&irrigation;&ladybugs&
NY&Sun&Works&2010;&
Gale&Brewer&and&Manhattan&
instead&of&pesticides;&heating&
MacDonald&2010
borough&president&Scott&Stringer;& from&building's&stored&and&waste&
partner:&the&Manhattan&School&for& heat;&what&one&kindergartener&
Children&(PS333)
said&about&the&mizuna&lettuce&she&
tried:&"We&really,&really,&really&
loved&the&leaf."&

People's0
Grocery

$9,000&plus&wages&
for&GH&coordinator&
Grants;&worm&and&plant&sales
(inc.&cost&of&garden&
and&GH)

9

10

Community0
11 Gardens0
Greenhouse

$1,000O$1,500

Rare&to&have&a&GH&at&public&
housing;&"people&are&amazed"&at&
People's&Grocery&
the&high&quality&of&the&plants&
website;&email&from&
grown;&a&challenge&has&been&the&
coordinator&Max&Cadji
lack&of&business,&marketing,&and&
tracking&skills

Occasional&grants&(mainly&from&
Theodore&Edson&Parker&
High&demand&for&greenhouse&
Foundation);&individual&donations;&
seedlings&from&various&local&
land&and&utilities&paid&for&by&
groups;&one&large&handicap&
National&Park&Service&of&Lowell;&
accessible&bed;&outdoor&raised&
partners:&National&Park&Service;&
beds&on&GH&site&used&by&many&
Keep&Lowell&Beautiful;&The&
groups&and&individuals
Canalwaters&Cleaners;&City&of&
Lowell

16&Regional&Outreach&Training&
Centers&throughout&the&US;&
several&additional&urban&farm&
Many&grants&inc.&$500,000&
sites&and&projects&throughout&
MacArthur&Fellowship&(2008)&and&
Milwaukee&and&Chicago;&est.&
$400,000&W.K.&Kellogg&Foundation&
Rainbow&Farmers&Cooperative&in&
$1.59&M&(2009);&$2.5& grant&(2009);&workshop&and&tour&
12 Growing0Power
1993&to&provide&technical&
M&(2010)
fees;&farm&product&sales;&
assistance,&training,&and&market&
donations;&Partners:&University&of&
opportunities&to&small&farmers&
WisconsinOMilwaukee;&Rainbow&
(apx.&300&small&family&farmers&
Farmers&Cooperative
belong);&founder&Will&Allen&is&a&
wellOknown&leader&in&the&urban&
agriculture&movement

Dudley0Street0
13 Neighborhood0 Not&yet&known
Initiative

City&of&St.&Louis&Parks&
Department&website;&
conversation&with&Jewel&
Box&staff&member&

$600,000&grant&from&the&Boston&
Public&Health&Commission;&the&
Brownfield&redevelopment;&
Food&Project&coffers;&produce&
several&public&meetings&helped&
sales&to&restaurants&and&at&
DSNI&decide&to&use&the&lot&for&a&
famers'&market;&Partner:&The&Food& community&greenhouse
Project

CGG&website;&
conversations&with&
manager&Deborah&
Harding

Growing&Power&"Will&
Allen&Press&Kit";&
Growing&Power&
website;&Growing&
Power&tour;&email&from&
staff&member&Anne

DSNI&website;&The&Food&
Project&website;&City&of&
Boston&2011;&
conversations&with&GH&
manager&Danielle&
Andrews
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Chapter Four:
CASE STUDIES
The Greenhouse Survey and Chart provide an overview of urban greenhouse
types, demonstrating their many uses and suggesting their collective potential. In
this chapter, I examine in depth three of the greenhouse organizations profiled in
the Chart: the Community Gardens Greenhouse, the Dudley Greenhouse, and
Growing Power Urban Farm. All three are urban agriculture greenhouses, but
each tells a different story about urban greenhouse formation and success.

The Community Gardens Greenhouse
Lowell, MA
History
The Community Gardens Greenhouse (CGG)10 in Lowell, Massachusetts was
founded in 2004 as a collaboration between the National Park Service (NPS) and
Keep Lowell Beautiful, a nonprofit dedicated to beautifying the city of Lowell
(Keep Lowell Beautiful 2011). The greenhouse structure was donated to CGG by
a local individual, and the land underneath it is “borrowed” from the National
Park Service. Since 2005, the Greenhouse Operations Manager—a demanding
and mostly unpaid position—has been Deborah Harding. Harding is a former
software engineer and current part-time Volunteer Coordinator for the NPS in
Lowell. In 2009, CGG changed from being “an educational, horticultural resource”
and community garden, to being a resource for other community gardens and for
10

Unless otherwise noted, my sources of information about the Community Gardens Greenhouse
are multiple phone, email, and in-person conversations with manager Deborah Harding.
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community-based organizations “that can provide funding” (Community Gardens
Greenhouse 2009).

Mission and Primary Activities
The Community Gardens Greenhouse does not have a stated mission per se.
Instead, Deborah Harding summarizes the organization’s activities: support the
city’s community gardens, participate in various city events, partner with the
National Park Service to beautify landscapes, make growing space accessible to
local groups and individuals, and donate produce to the hungry. While the CGG
dependably performs these tasks, the organization’s format is relatively loose,
allowing room for other pursuits, including the personal projects of community
members.
The greenhouse provides seedlings for 8 to 10 of Lowell’s community
gardens, on the condition that the recipient gardeners donate at least some of their
produce to the hungry. The CGG further supports community gardening with a
number of raised bed garden plots on the land surrounding the greenhouse for use
by community-based organizations, as well as a new handicap-accessible bed for
anyone who needs it. This year, the handicap-accessible raised bed was used
regularly by only one person aside from Harding, who grew produce in the bed’s
unused space. Harding explains that it has only been usable for one season and
hasn’t properly been advertised, but she hopes to attract more users in coming
seasons.
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To promote an interest in gardening among the public, seedlings and other
products from the greenhouse are used as prizes or educational giveaways at city
events, most notably the Lowell Folk Festival. The CGG also puts on its own
public event, a festival for Earth Day. Additionally, many individuals and groups
learn about gardening and help carry out the CGG’s informal mission by
volunteering at the greenhouse. In a typical year, between 120 and 150 people
volunteer. Last year, about 190 people volunteered.

Greenhouse Structure and Layout
CGG has one greenhouse, which is a free-standing plastic-covered 1,125 squarefoot hoophouse. It has two walls, at each end, and a heater. Figure 4.1 is a picture
of the exterior of the greenhouse.

Figure 4.1 The Community Gardens Greenhouse, Lowell, April 2011

The greenhouse sits on a lot that is just under an acre in size, which is studded
with raised beds, rows, and various other CGG gardens and projects.
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Location
The CGG is located in Lowell, Massachusetts, a city of about 106,000 people
located along the Merrimack River in the northeastern part of the state (American
Fact Finder 2010). I believe that the identity of Lowell figures prominently into
the identity of the CGG, perhaps because Lowell’s history seems so present and
relevant to its current self. The city was physically and culturally shaped by its
major role in New England’s textile industry during the nineteenth century
Industrial Revolution. Since 1890, when Lowell experienced its first pang of
failure, the city has endured several cycles of economic booms and busts, while
sustaining an overall decline in wealth and population, until very recently
(National Park Service 2006).
Today, Lowell appears to be staging a slow and piecemeal comeback
toward what city planners and residents hope will be a more stable future. The
population is rising—due in large part to immigrants from Cambodia, Laos, Latin
America, and other parts of the world (National Park Service 2006). The Lowell
National Historic Park serves as a cultural anchor and preserves and
commemorates the city’s history through its museums and educational outreach.
Planners and developers have used the structural legacy of the city’s industrial
past by converting defunct textile mills and warehouses into live/work lofts and
promoting an art- and artist-friendly culture. Additionally, since 1975 Lowell has
been home to a branch of the University of Massachusetts, which enrolls over
14,000 resident and commuter students (UMass Lowell 2011).
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The CGG is located in a neighborhood known in the late 19th century as
Little Canada, now identified as “the neighborhood formerly known as Little
Canada” or “where the Spinners play.” (The Spinners are a minor league baseball
team.) The greenhouse is just down the street from the ball park, located at the
National Park Service’s Lowell maintenance facility.

Greenhouse Products
The main commodity produced at the greenhouse is seedlings, which are usually
given to community gardeners, on the condition that the gardeners donate a
portion of their produce to the hungry. This is an informal arrangement between
the CGG and the gardeners—gardeners may choose how they wish to fulfill this
condition. The donation can be “officially” collected: weighed and taken to the
Merrimack Valley Food Bank—a regional food bank located in Lowell—and
counted as a tax-deductible donation. Or the donation may be informal: gardeners
can opt to simply give a portion of their harvest to anyone they know who is in
need.
Harding drives to the food bank weekly during harvest seasons with
donations collected in two locations, the greenhouse and a local middle school.
Before heading to the food bank, Harding also combs the grounds of the CGG,
gathering produce from “excess” plants (she is forever planting homeless
seedlings wherever she finds space) and from neglected individual garden plots.
“I refuse to watch food rot on people’s lots when I’m going to the food bank
every week,” she says. She admits that some of the CGG gardeners probably
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don’t regularly tend to their plots “because they figure, ‘oh, she’ll just pick it up.’”
But, she adds, though these gardeners are helping feed the hungry, they don’t get
credit for their donations. Harding also gives away some CGG produce to the
families of CGG volunteers. These donations aren’t recorded, but, she says, “we
give a lot—a lot—of produce away to volunteer families who could use it.”

Funding
The CGG depends on the participation and generosity of many individuals and
businesses. Thanks to countless donations, about 7,000 hours of volunteer labor
per year, and Deborah Harding’s management and personal commitment, the
greenhouse runs on only about $1,000-$1,500 of cash annually, not including a
few larger grants. The money comes from a combination of plant sales, grants,
and individual gifts. The spring plant sale raises about $600 which covers the
CGG’s insurance costs (for damage to the greenhouse or NPS property).
In its seven years, the CGG has acquired six grants, including a few large
ones. In 2007 and 2009 combined, the Theodore Edson Parker Foundation, a
Lowell-based foundation, granted the CGG a total of $30,000 for establishing
specialized garden programs, including themed gardens around the city and a
handicap-accessible raised bed on the CGG grounds (Theodore Edson Parker
Foundation 2009). Occasionally, Harding finds the time for grantwriting, but
because the greenhouse keeps her so busy and she has no paid staff, the CGG
does not pursue more grants.
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Partnerships
According to Harding, the Parker Foundation looks kindly on the operations of
the CGG because of its efficient use of funds. Indeed, the greenhouse wrings a lot
of plants and programming out of modest and inconsistent financial resources.
Much of this success is owed to the CGG’s many partnerships with other
community-based organizations, which provide financial and programmatic
pillars. These partnerships include Keep Lowell Beautiful, the City of Lowell,
The Canalwaters Cleaners, Lowell Parks & Conservation Trust, World PEAS
Agricultural Co-operative, and the United Teen Equality Center. Most critically,
the National Park Service owns and maintains the grounds on which the
greenhouse stands, leasing the land for free to the CGG on a five-year basis. The
NPS also handles the greenhouse utility costs.

Materials Donations
In addition to partnerships, the livelihood of the Community Gardens Greenhouse
depends on an abundance of two important resources: free labor and free stuff.
Nearly all greenhouse supplies are donated or salvaged. “Stuff that other people
would throw out, we use,” Harding explains, “and we do good things with it.” A
tour of the CGG grounds by Harding at times sounds like a who’s-who of local
goodwill. “The webpage is donated by the same person who donated the
heater…this is from Ironworks…these are from the cemetery…”
Harding’s basic philosophy for the greenhouse is “if we’re doing the right
thing, the stuff will come to us,” or, said slightly differently, “if we’re meant to do
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it, [the materials we need for it] will be here.” She says that her friends and
colleagues poke fun at her for this philosophy, yet they are repeatedly amazed at
how it seems to work: CGG projects are regularly made possible by unlikely or
last-minute donations.
Furthermore, some donations contribute to less tangible aspects of the
CGG, such as a feeling of kinship among greenhouse users. For example, during
one of my visits, the cemetery had recently donated boxes of ceramic garden
angels. Of the unusual donation, Harding said, “I’ve been telling everyone,
‘Angel up!’” She had been encouraging users of the greenhouse to each select an
angel to watch over their garden plots. (Disclosure: Harding had me choose a
garden angel for myself, and she also gave me two small tomato plants.)

Volunteers
In addition to attracting (often unsolicited, but always welcome) donations of
materials, the CGG attracts donations of time and sweat. Volunteer labor is vital
for the CGG to operate on its shoestring budget. Though Harding works yearround to keep the greenhouse in business, she describes the operating season of
the greenhouse as being only those months in which volunteers are present on the
grounds. For several years in a row now, the season has been kicked off in the
first week of March by a Wilmington Methodist Church group who fasts for a
week while seeding at the greenhouse. The season unofficially ends on National
Public Lands Day (last year, September 24).
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The Earth Day Festival is the only major event organized and hosted by
the Community Gardens Greenhouse. The festival features food, music, and a
handful of educational booths. Though it is reasonably well attended, the Earth
Day Festival is not a moneymaker for the CGG: in a refreshing turn, the event is
completely free and—though bartering would be acceptable—the exchange of
money is forbidden.
The other big event in which the CGG participates is the Lowell Folk
Festival, a summertime event that attracts well over 100,000 visitors to Lowell. At
the festival, the CGG gives away seedlings, mint water, and black-eyed Susans.

Figure 4.2 Seedlings inside the Community Gardens Greenhouse, Lowell, April 2011

Measures of Success
The Community Gardens Greenhouse is driven in large part by the energy and
vision of Deborah Harding, but it also belongs to its many volunteers and partner
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organizations. Harding attempts some recordkeeping, but is generally less
concerned with quantitative measures of success than with qualitative evidence of
the CGG’s value. Its loose format means that a lot of the organization’s
measurables are sometimes uncounted or undercounted. Still, Harding tries to
keep track of these numbers. In 2011 she counted:
•

8,576 total volunteer-hours from 190 volunteers (about 10 percent are
regulars)

•

2604 plants donated to “between 8 and 10” community gardens

•

795 pounds of produce donated to the Merrimack Valley Food Bank from
CGG-supported gardens

•

379 pounds of produce donated to the food bank and directly to “needy
families” from the CGG grounds

Other evidence of the CGG’s success is implicit in its numerous partnerships with
other organizations, especially the National Park Service. The continued support
of larger organizations allows the CGG to exist as it does and furthermore
demonstrates that the greenhouse provides a local service worth supporting.

Growing Power Urban Farm
Milwaukee, WI
History
Growing Power, Inc.11 began as a modest roadside stand in Milwaukee, WI,
where Will Allen, a former professional basketball player and son of a Maryland

11

Unless otherwise noted, my information about Growing Power is from a guided tour of the farm,
led by an intern named Jordan, on July 11, 2011.
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farmer, sold the plants from his hobby farm. He had purchased the land, a
“derelict plant nursery that was in foreclosure,” in 1993 (Growing Power, “Will
Allen Press Kit,” 11). Before long, he was assisting with community and school
gardens, and employing neighborhood kids to help him with the farm and teach
them about gardening. Allen found the arrangement to be productive and
rewarding, and continued to grow the operation, eventually partnering with
sustainable-agriculture charity Heifer International. Growing Power was
incorporated as a nonprofit in 1995 and it has since grown to be one of the largest
and most influential operations in American urban agriculture (Growing Power,
“Will Allen Press Kit,” 11).

Mission and Organization Outline
Growing Power’s mission is to help “provide equal access to healthy, high-quality,
safe and affordable food for people in all communities” (Growing Power,
“Home”). Will Allen sees the organization as part of a larger national movement
which he calls the Good Food Revolution. Allen’s original ever-intensifying
Milwaukee farm serves as the headquarters for Growing Power’s network of
urban and rural farms in Wisconsin and Illinois, as well as 16 satellite training
sites throughout the US. Toward their mission, the organization runs a variety of
programs, including youth education, job training, urban farm demonstration and
consultation, technical assistance, and food production. The satellite training sites,
known as Regional Outreach Training Centers, or ROTCs, provide technical
training at the local level and serve as a conduit for the organization’s vision.
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Here, however, I focus on Growing Power’s prolific Milwaukee headquarters, a
prototype two-acre farm dominated by greenhouses.

Location
Growing Power’s National Headquarters and Urban Farm is located in the
Havenwoods neighborhood of Milwaukee. The Havenwoods neighborhood,
located in the northwest part of Milwaukee, is a working-class, racially and
ethnically diverse neighborhood with a mix of land uses (Havenwoods Economic
Development Corporation). A half-mile down the road is a large public housing
development called Westlawn, currently undergoing a major redevelopment.
Growing Power is located on Silver Spring Drive, a main thoroughfare, and abuts
a state forest.

Greenhouse Structures and Farm Layout
The Growing Power Farm is a busy two-acre lot. The organization continues to
expand the scope of its activities at this site, experimenting with different
techniques and programs, including planning for an ambitious vertical farm. Thus,
those few spaces which are currently underutilized are subject to planned future
enhancements.
There are 15 greenhouses on the property, plus several livestock
hoophouses and pens. According to the website, six greenhouses are “traditional”
greenhouses with a variety of uses, seven are simpler hoophouses for growing
salad greens and mushrooms, and two are aquaponics hoophouses for raising
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tilapia and perch (Growing Power, “Milwaukee Headquarters”). In reality these
groupings are not especially obvious—almost all of the greenhouses contain
multiple crops and growing systems.
The heart of the operation is a set of six contiguous greenhouses, with an
outdoor aisle between Greenhouses 3 and 4 which is shaded by solar panels. On
one end, these greenhouses connect to offices and a small produce and gear shop.
On the other, they open to the edge of the farm, where there is a trough collecting
rainwater from the roofs of the greenhouses.
The rest of the greenhouses are detached, but situated close to one another,
arranged around uncovered livestock pens for goats and turkeys and covered pens
for laying hens and ducks. On the back edge of the property are 14 beehives.

Figure 4.3 Map of Greenhouses 1-6 at Growing Power Urban Farm (Growing Power,
“Milwaukee Headquarters”)
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Farm Operations and Products
The Growing Power Urban Farm is an intricate web of many different, often
symbiotic growing systems. From these various systems, the farm produces these
commodities and sells them locally:
•

potted herbs, salad greens, vegetables, and other produce

•

tilapia and perch

•

shiitake and oyster mushrooms

•

honey

•

eggs

•

Muscovy duck meat

•

worms and their vermicompost

Growing Power characterizes itself as a “living museum” and “idea factory”
(Growing Power, “Our History”). From this view, the tangible products of the
operation in the list above are actually just byproducts of a loftier scheme. An
innovative technique that proves to be successful at the idea factory will radiate to
the wider urban farming world via Growing Power’s educational programs and
network. Growing Power offers multi-day workshops for current and aspiring
farmers, both at its headquarters and, as previously mentioned, at its Regional
Training Outreach Centers (ROTCs). Its internships invite students and other
young people to get involved; its Youth Corps is an apprenticeship and
entrepreneurial development program for low-income youth. By now, the farm’s
fame helps compound its influence—curious visitors and volunteers abound.
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Thus, in addition to food, Growing Power’s other main products are
education, youth training, volunteer training, community outreach, and outreach
and technical assistance to other urban farmers.
Because of Growing Power’s constant experimentation, its farm is
extraordinary. I can’t begin to do it justice on the page, but I will attempt to
capture it in outline and with a few resonant details. Each of the first six
greenhouses contains numerous food-production setups, which are variously
connected to one another through inputs and outputs. Sprouts, leafy greens, and
other vegetables grow in a total of 20,000 to 25,000 pots which line the edges of
the greenhouses, form aisles in between, and hang from above. In general, the use
of vertical space is key for the farm’s intensive production. All together, the farm
grows over 150 types of vegetables, fruits, and edible flowers (Growing Power,
“Will Allen Press Kit,” 29).

Aquaponics
Greenhouses 2, 4, and 5 house the farm’s aquaponics operation. Young tilapia
grow in 80-foot-long narrow tanks. Growing Power, like many aquaponics
operations, raises tilapia because they have a wide diet range, grow rapidly, and
are tolerant of many water conditions (except cold water—the tanks are heated
using natural gas, one of the farm’s “least efficient systems”). The long tanks are
a part of a triple-decker system, in which the fish wastewater is filtered, fed to
water-loving crops like watercress, and returned to the fish.
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Figure 4.4 Growing Power’s three-level aquaponics system for tilapia, Milwaukee, July 2011

These tanks are densely populated, together holding approximately 8,000 fish.
The tilapia are fed duckweed, ground-up salad greens, and the occasional dose of
commercial fish food to create a frenzy in the presence of onlooking visitors.
They also feed on the algae from the side of the tanks. Large tilapia sometimes eat
the smaller fish and so are pulled out and sequestered in a separate tank, a
converted above-ground pool holding another 4,000-some fish. This tank is
heated with a solar hot water heater instead of natural gas.
A charming feature of greenhouse 5 is a small tropical plant zone, which
has a sampling of tropical plants that thrive off the nearby fish tank’s humidity
and heat. Employees, interns, and volunteers snack on fruit from the tropical zone.
The taproot from a nearby papyrus plant absorbs excess moisture in the ground.
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Yellow perch—a food fish popular among midwesterners—are also raised
on the farm as part of a research collaboration with the University of Wisconsin–
Milwaukee. Yellow perch are bottom-feeders and prefer cold water temperatures,
meaning they require less energy to raise than tilapia. Two successive beds of
watercress, rather than just one, are used in the perch aquaculture system, for
extra filtering. They are fed commercial feed and worms. So far, the perch
experiment, still new, has been working. In addition to the experiment’s economic
implications (profit) and social implications (increasing access to yellow perch),
Will Allen believes the partnership between the university and the communitybased organization sets a powerful precedent. Working in and with the local
communities “is what the university should be doing, where feasible,” he says
(Hunt, 2010).
Like all Growing Power’s livestock, the perch and tilapia are sold live, as
the farm has so far focused on food growing rather than food processing.

Mushrooms
Like the tropical plant zone described above, Growing Power’s mushroom
production illustrates how the farm capitalizes on conditions created by other
crops as well as unused space. In Greenhouse 3, above the harvest-size fish tanks,
hang a series of vertical logs inoculated with a fungus for growing shiitake
mushrooms. “Mushroom chandeliers” of oyster mushrooms hang from the rafters,
ready to be harvested after just four or five weeks.
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Figure 4.5 Growing Power’s shiitake mushroom logs above a fish tank, Milwaukee, July 2011

Goats and Poultry
The farm’s other livestock systems include six turkeys, approximately 50
Muscovy ducks, approximately 250 laying hens, 20 goats, and worms. The goats
live in an outdoor pen; the turkeys, ducks, and laying hens live in hoophouses
with access to an outdoor pen. Farm visitors are charmed to learn that one of the
turkeys, named Carl, has developed a protective attitude toward the ducks and
lives among them in one of the hoophouses as their protector. In the summer,
several of the chickens live in a chicken tractor—that is, a movable pen—at one
of Growing Power’s affiliate farms, Merton Farm. The laying hens’ rich, healthy
eggs—together they produce 200 per day—are a point of pride for the farm.
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Vermiculture
One of the farm’s central systems is its extensive vermiculture, or
vermicomposting, operation (see figure 4.6). The farm uses worms to make rich,
nutrient-dense compost called vermicompost out of the farm’s food waste. In
addition to being rich in nutrients, the worm castings contain microbes that further
break down nutrients in the soil, making them more accessible to plants.
Additionally, the farm uses “worm tea” or “compost tea,” made from steeping
vermicompost in water, as a liquid fertilizer (Growing Power, “Worms”).
Two methods are used for making vermicompost. The first is a rather
ingenious bin system, in which the worms are layered in bins with partially
decomposed food waste, which they eat. The 50 bins are checked daily for
moisture and content. After 12 weeks, a wire screen is placed over each bin, with
new organic waste on top. Because the worms are surface dwellers, they migrate
up through the screens to consume the new food (Growing Power, “Worms”).
After two or three “screenings,” about 80 percent of the worms are successfully
separated from the vermicompost, which is used to fertilize crops throughout the
farm. The worms are reused continuously in the bin system cycles. Some worms
and vermicompost are sold to gardeners and home composters.
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Figure 4.6 Worm composting bins line both sides of a Growing Power greenhouse, Milwaukee,
July 2011

The second method of vermicomposting uses a “static pile” called a windrow.
The windrow consists of various bedding materials which amply feed the worms,
preventing them from wriggling away from the pile even though there are no
walls to contain them (Growing Power, “Worms”). A windrow rests against
Greenhouse 6, partially heating and insulating the greenhouse.

Energy Efficiency Measures
In addition to Growing Power’s naturally efficient systems, in which waste is
reused as a valuable resource, the farm takes explicit measures toward energy
efficiency. These measures include solar hot water heating, rainwater collection
from the greenhouse roofs, and solar panels. Additionally, the farm is
experimenting with an anaerobic digester, in which micro-organisms break down
organic waste in the absence of oxygen, creating both a usable source of methane
and a fertilizer.
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Funding
In 2010, Growing Power’s operating costs were $2.5 million, a near $1-million
rise from the previous year. The farm’s continuously expanding operations and its
60 employees (at least 30 of which are full-time) are supported by a potent
combination of sales revenue, donations, fee-for-service programs, and oftenlarge grants. There are two grantwriters on staff (Anne, Growing Power Staff,
pers. comm.).

Measures of Success
Growing Power is a positive role model in many roles: as a producer of food, an
agricultural innovator, a public educator, a supporter of low-income youth, a
promoter of sustainable farming, and a visionary. Indicators of the organization’s
success include:
•

as many as 10,000 visitors a year,

•

over 30 full-time employees,

•

over 100 acres of farmland in Chicago and metro Milwaukee

•

12 million pounds of food waste composted into soil per year

•

16 Regional Outreach Training Centers throughout the United States

The walls of Growing Power’s small gear and produce shop boast awards, honors,
and several oversize checks representing the biggest grants the organization has
received. Will Allen was named a MacArthur Fellow in 2008 and one of Time
Magazine’s 100 Most Influential People in the World in 2010 (Growing Power,
“Will Allen Press Kit,” 7). At the same time that Growing Power seems to ooze
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with success, it still has big goals and is forever innovating, expanding, trying to
accomplish more. Allen acknowledges that “to survive as a nonprofit these days,”
Growing Power has to “grow” some of its money, rather than rely only on grants
(Growing Power, “Will Allen Press Kit,” 30). Still, the organization relies on
grant funding to support much of its growth. Thanks to Growing Power’s proven
record of agricultural innovation and community leadership, assistance from
foundations has been generous and steady.

The Dudley Greenhouse
Boston, MA
History
The history of the Dudley Greenhouse is complicated.12 Here, I provide only a
brief outline, relayed to me by greenhouse manager Danielle Andrews, to arrive at
the current arrangement.
In 2002, as part of a settlement with the Environmental Protection Agency,
the Massachusetts Highway Division (MHD) committed to a Supplemental
Environmental Project (SEP), which is “an environmentally beneficial project
related to the violation” (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2011). The SEP
was matched to an abandoned auto garage owned by the Dudley Street
Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI), a community-based planning and organizing
entity in Roxbury.

12

Unless otherwise noted, my source of information about the Dudley Greenhouse comes from a
conversation with its manager Danielle Andrews on June 30, 2011.
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DSNI conducted a series of community meetings to determine the best use
for the remediated land. During these meetings, the idea for a community
greenhouse was proposed and ultimately shaped into a viable plan. With over $1
million of MHD funding, DSNI remediated the land and built the greenhouse
structure. For six years after, DSNI sought to rent the space to a commercial
grower who would hire residents from the neighborhood and run communityoriented programming.
The Food Project—a local nonprofit specializing in youth leadership
training, food justice, and sustainable agriculture—had approached DSNI about
running the greenhouse, but at first did not offer to run it as a commercial
business. The two organizations eventually established a new plan in which the
greenhouse would be used for both community and commercial space. In 2010,
the Food Project signed a 3-year contract with DSNI, agreeing to complete
greenhouse construction in exchange for three years of free rent.

Figure 4.7 Pouring concrete floors in front bay of the Dudley Greenhouse, Boston, 2010 (The
Food Project’s Facebook page)
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Mission and Organization Outline
DSNI’s mission is "to empower Dudley residents to organize, plan for, create and
control a vibrant, diverse and high quality neighborhood in collaboration with
community partners" (Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative, “For the Press”).
The Food Project’s mission is “to grow a thoughtful and productive community of
youth and adults from diverse backgrounds who work together to build a
sustainable food system” (The Food Project). The Dudley Greenhouse, which is
run by the Food Project but owned by DSNI, contributes to both of these missions
by being a community-oriented sustainable food production space, with programs
for both youth and adults from the neighborhood.
The greenhouse space is divided into two major operations: a communityoriented space, which can accommodate a variety of activities, and a commercial
enterprise space where produce is grown to be sold at market-rate. The
community-oriented space generates some revenue but must be subsidized.
Currently, a grant covers most greenhouse costs, but the Food Project’s long-term
plan is for the commercial enterprise to cover the costs of the entire greenhouse.

Location
The Dudley Greenhouse is located near Dudley Square in Roxbury, an historic
neighborhood in the geographic center of Boston. Roxbury is ethnically and
racially diverse—and the neighborhood has long been considered the heart of
Boston’s African-American community (Jennings 2004, 16). Dudley Square is
one of its main commercial districts.
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Like many inner-city neighborhoods, Roxbury suffered a dramatic decline
and population loss beginning in the 1950s, reaching its nadir in the 1970s and
early 80s (Spaid 1994). In 1984, DSNI formed to directly address the
neighborhood’s woes—focusing on the Dudley Square area—and to fight against
property speculation coming from outside the neighborhood. Later, the Roxbury
Master Plan, a progressive long-term planning document completed in 2003,
proved to be another successful example of community-based planning. In it,
Roxbury residents express their collective desire for—among other
improvements—better environmental conditions, more opportunities for youth,
expanded economic and cultural opportunities, an improved overall image, and
“stronger physical and social linkages between Roxbury and other neighborhoods”
(Jennings 2004, 21).
DSNI, the Roxbury Master Plan, and other efforts have improved the
neighborhood’s conditions over time and expanded residents’ roles and voices in
planning processes. Still, today, Roxbury is, by a handful of measures, the poorest
or among the poorest of Boston’s 17 neighborhoods. Principles and goals
articulated in the Roxbury Master Plan remain relevant. Thus, the Dudley
Greenhouse is well positioned, both physically and philosophically.

Structure
The Dudley Greenhouse structure is just over 10,000 square feet, divided into 5
bays, with high ceilings, a water collection system, and radiant heating. Usually,
the design of a relatively sophisticated greenhouse such as this one is guided by
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its intended purposes; interestingly, because of its unusual beginning, the Dudley
Greenhouse was designed and built without a specific plan for its use and
programming.

Program Design
The Food Project conducted a series of open houses which led to the decision to
split the greenhouse according to two programs: the commercial enterprise—
known as “the Enterprise”—for selling top-quality herbs and produce at market
rate, and a community greenhouse for community and education programming.
These programs are each underway in some form, but both are subject to changes
and adjustments. In January 2011, the Food Project started seeding and running
gardening classes. Danielle Andrews, the Community Food Coordinator at the
Food Project, manages the greenhouse. Andrews has worked in urban gardens for
over 10 years.
In its first season, the back two bays have been used for the Enterprise,
while the front two bays are used for various community greenhouse activities.
The very first bay, smaller than the other four, serves mostly as an entryway, with
bathrooms, administrative space, and a table with information for visitors.

Community Involvement
At the greenhouse’s opening, the community bays were offered up for use by 28
local gardeners, especially those reliant on aid such as SNAP, WIC, or other
federal benefits. The Food Project hopes to secure the community greenhouse as a
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long-term community asset, not only for individual gardeners but for community
groups as well. Toward this goal, the Food Project issued a Request-for-Proposals
last summer which has resulted in nine new partnerships with local groups. Four
of these organizations are refugee and immigrant organizations, including three
with whom the Food Project has worked before, which are using the greenhouse
to provide opportunities for refugees and immigrants to garden. Two schools will
use the greenhouse to teach about growing and cooking food, as well as food
justice. Other partners include a youth-led environmental justice organization, a
senior center, and a Dudley-based wellness group (Msall 2011). The range of
these groups and what they hope to accomplish at the greenhouse suggest that the
greenhouse is meeting several latent needs or wants.

Commercial Enterprise
Produce from the Enterprise is primarily sold to local restaurants and cafés, and
some is sold at farmers’ markets. In the Commercial Enterprise’s first year, the
Food Project planted about 800 tomato plants.
The Enterprise bays are “really about making money” and “charging top
dollar” for high-quality product in order to fund the greenhouse operations.
According to Andrews, the Food Project has a “crazy goal” to cover the operating
costs of the greenhouse, plus some of Andrews’ time, with only the revenue from
the Enterprise. Though the model has so far seemed promising, the relatively
small size of the Enterprise—roughly 4,200 square feet—is what makes this goal
“crazy,” or, at least, lofty.
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Figure 4.8 Tomatoes in the Commercial Enterprise portion of the Dudley Greenhouse, Boston
(The Food Project’s Facebook page)

Though the Enterprise could theoretically be expanded and make more money,
providing perhaps a few more paid staff positions, Andrews believes this would
undermine the original community-oriented intent of the greenhouse. She points
out that the reason the greenhouse exists in the first place is to provide a longoverdue service to the neighbors. Thus, serving more members of the
neighborhood through community space, education, and affordable fresh food,
takes priority over a strictly commercial operation, even one that provides a few
paid jobs to locals.

Funding
In the short-term, Andrews’ salary and greenhouse operating costs are covered by
a two-year grant from the Boston Public Health Commission, which came out of a
large federal grant for obesity prevention. During these two years, the Food
Project plans to “feel out” the funding community. The Food Project has two
grantwriters on staff who will write grants for the Dudley Greenhouse.
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Furthermore, in this initial phase, the organization will have the chance to learn
the costs of running the greenhouse for one whole year. Andrews says they won’t
have an informed idea of total operating costs until May of this year or later.

Energy Efficiency Measures
The greenhouse uses radiant heating and rainwater collection to reduce utility
costs and improve its overall environmental profile. In the winter, the greenhouse
is heated only minimally, to 36 degrees Fahrenheit.

Measures of Success
The Dudley Greenhouse is still new and its long-term concept has yet to be
proven, though there are signs that both sides of the operation can each be
successful. Still, it is not yet clear if funding the community operation only with
revenue from the Enterprise is possible. Total production isn’t precisely tracked,
but Andrews estimates that, in its first year, the whole greenhouse yielded
approximately 10,000 pounds of produce, with tomatoes from the Enterprise bays
accounting for much of the weight. She estimates that about twice that amount,
20,000 pounds per year is a reasonable goal. Several well-regarded Boston
restaurants and cafés, such as Toro, Ashmont Grill, Flour Bakery, and Coppa,
have become regular customers of the Enterprise. The only paid staff maintaining
the Enterprise are Andrews, an AmeriCorps VISTA Fellow, and about 4 youth
(each working 3 hours per week on average), which has so far been sufficient.
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Meanwhile, the Dudley Greenhouse now hosts about 60 regular
community users and has an advisory group of 12 members. Partnering with nine
local groups continues to bring new users and extend the reach of the greenhouse.
Additionally, one or two groups—averaging about 20 people—tour the
greenhouse each month.
The greenhouse is so well used by community members that Andrews
sometimes finds it challenging to get work done at peak times of community use.
She describes Saturday mornings as being “like a cocktail party”—gardeners
bring their neighbors, everyone shares produce. Thus, in its first year, the Dudley
Greenhouse is already a convivial community space.
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Chapter Five:
ANALYSIS
My research began with questions about how a greenhouse can best serve a
community and about what makes a community-oriented urban greenhouse
successful. While these questions were important for guiding my research, my
findings led me to answer this slightly different set of questions:
•

What are the ways in which greenhouses can serve urban communities?

•

How are greenhouses being used in the context of urban agriculture?

•

What challenges do community-oriented urban greenhouses face and how
do they overcome these challenges?

In this chapter, I analyze the diversity of greenhouses, common challenges to their
establishment, their start-up and operating costs, and common elements and
measures of their success.
Throughout my analysis are lessons for prospective greenhouse
organizations as well as broad observations about the field. Note that most of the
organizations I studied are nonprofits and, therefore, the lessons and conclusions
I’ve drawn are generally most applicable to nonprofit organizations. The forprofit greenhouse subjects I’ve included, LightEffect Farms and Evergreen
Cooperatives, are both in early stages (not yet profitable), but are treading new
ground and add useful insights to the discussion.

Greenhouse Diversity
A key finding of my research has been the diversity of urban greenhouse types.
Each one I studied seemed to be a prototype in its own way, a unique combination
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of goals, services, and systems. This diversity, though wonderful, was also a
major challenge for making comparisons between urban greenhouses. Patterns
emerge, but there is very little directly comparable data. For example, production
per square foot of greenhouse—a measure that, early on, I thought would be quite
telling—was more difficult to determine and, in many cases, less relevant than I
initially expected. Measures of success tend to be personalized to each greenhouse,
based on its goals and local conditions. I further discuss the concept of success
and its indicators later in this chapter, generally finding the term “success” to be
less important than I had originally anticipated.
There was a lot of overlap among greenhouses in terms of their goals—
after all, a greenhouse is a growing space for plants, which guides how
organizations use them. At the same time, as shown by the Literature Review,
plants and the act of growing plants cut across a wide range of disciplines and
purposes. In the greenhouses I studied, plants are food, aesthetic pleasure,
keystones in larger ecosystems, symbols of holistic balance, absorbers of waste,
and lessons in science. Additionally, the act of growing plants is education,
edification, a means to camaraderie, an occupation, a hobby, and a way to keep
people out of trouble. Perhaps surprisingly—though promoting good health was a
common greenhouse goal—no organization I found pursued plants as direct
medicine or pursued the act of growing plants as direct therapy.
Based on their missions and main activities, I identified four main types of
urban greenhouses: 1) urban agriculture, 2) education, 3) conservation, and 4) forprofit business. Some goals, such as increasing public awareness about
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environmental sustainability, were common to greenhouses of different types. The
majority of subjects fall into the first, urban agriculture category—nonprofit
organizations with multiple, often related objectives, including but not limited to
increasing local food accessibility and engaging the local community in the act of
growing food. Within this category, I continued to find much diversity among
greenhouse operations. The other three greenhouse types, though each only apply
to two greenhouses, still show variety. This suggests that, if I were to have
focused more heavily on education, conservation, or for-profit greenhouses
instead of urban agriculture, I would still have uncovered a remarkable diversity
of operations.
The versatility of greenhouses is demonstrated not only by the range of
these plant-related activities they enable, but also by the variety in their form
(materials and design), their location, their use of technology, and—related to all
of those factors—their interaction with other urban systems. Especially in cities,
they can be used toward a multitude of beneficial ends. Thus, while the diversity
among greenhouses made direct comparison difficult sometimes, it has positive
implications for the world at large.

Challenges: Funding
Despite their diversity, all community-oriented urban greenhouses face a common
set of questions about the needs of the populations they serve, the practical
translation of their mission, and their sustainability as an organization. In
answering these questions, each organization unlocks a unique series of
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challenges, big and small. Day-to-day difficulties range from minor hold-ups (e.g.,
managing broken equipment or an unexpected donation of goods) to crucial
concerns with implications for the organization’s larger greenhouse scheme (e.g.,
implementing a particular growing system or completing a grant application).
However, one challenge stood out above all: funding.
To some extent, all subjects are coping with a lack of funding, or at least
the prospect of a lack of funding. Because many community-oriented urban
greenhouses are somewhat new, they are still trying to determine a workable
funding scheme. For example, Cleveland’s Community Greenhouse Partners
manages to get by on modest funding, meeting its goals to some degree, but it
simply must acquire much more capital funding to see its vision realized. Of
course, even some established organizations, like Milwaukee’s Growing Power,
have visions so ambitious that there is no true end point—they are ever evolving
and growing, ever needing additional funding to supply a new branch of the
project (such as a new greenhouse or program). I revisit this observation in the
Measures of Success section of this chapter. Still, Growing Power, like other
established greenhouses, has settled into a relatively stable funding scheme that
secures the core of its operation.
While greenhouses may get by, day to day, on very little, a lack of funding
threatens the sustainability of nearly every community-oriented greenhouse
initiative. (The Community Gardens Greenhouse in Lowell, MA is notable for
having eked out a stable identity for itself on very little cash—although not
without the commitment and hard work of its manager.) Therefore, each
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organization must develop a plan to ensure the long-term viability and relevance
of the greenhouse. For organizations primarily concerned with social impacts,
planning for financial health can be complicated, often requiring compromise. For
example, the Dudley Greenhouse devotes two of its six greenhouse bays to an
intensive commercial enterprise, in the hopes that commercial sales will fund the
entire greenhouse. Greenhouse manager Danielle Andrews did not describe this as
a compromise, but she indicated that the arrangement prioritizes neighborhood
residents’ expressed desire for community space, while recognizing costs. The
overall concept makes sense, and it has been taken up by other organizations as
well. In the case of Dudley Greenhouse, it is too soon to tell whether the two-bay
set aside is sufficient enough to cover total costs.
Nonprofit organizations of almost any kind always have to balance
revenue needs with their missions. Greenhouses may have an advantage over
other nonprofits in that they can produce a saleable product. In some cases, these
revenue-generators are byproducts of other pursuits, such as science education.
However, without the economies of scale achieved by large commercial
greenhouses, sales revenue at a community-oriented greenhouse is usually too
meager to support the whole operation. Thus, most nonprofit greenhouses rely on
a steady diet of grants, both for capital projects—some of which may expand
revenue-raising capacity—and for continuing mission-driven activities.
For-profit urban greenhouses reverse the nonprofit paradigm to a degree—
profit is a motive, but to accomplish positive social and environmental outcomes
(the triple bottom line). This distinguishes the core long-term challenges of for-
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profits from those of nonprofits. Without a profitable component, nonprofits are
faced with an eternal funding gap (usually filled by grants); for-profits ideally
solve this problem early on (by becoming profitable) but then must strive for
long-term solvency while still acting on their social and environmental values. For
both types, start-up costs represent a major funding challenge. For-profit firms
like LightEffect Farms and Evergreen Cooperatives’ Green City Growers must
generate high amounts of capital to kick-start their technologically and
conceptually sophisticated businesses. Once established, each has models to
follow: LightEffect Farms looks to farm cooperatives like Organic Valley and
Ocean Spray, while GCGC can follow in the footsteps of two Evergreen
Cooperatives successes, Evergreen Cooperative Laundry and Ohio Cooperative
Solar. Despite differences in their models, both LightEffect Farms and GCGC still
depend on being able to sell produce to commercial markets at a profit.

Challenges: Regulatory Frameworks
Land-use and other regulations affecting urban agriculture may present a
challenge for urban greenhouse initiatives; though, it appears that organizations
wishing to start a greenhouse can usually find a suitable and legal space to do so.
In fact, LightEffect Farm co-founder Alice Leung was my only interviewee to
mention regulatory obstacles. Given that the rooftop model is new to Boston,
Leung has found that many building codes and other germane regulations simply
do not have language in place that provides a clear procedure for legally
constructing a rooftop greenhouse in Boston. Meanwhile, New York Sun Works,
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my other rooftop greenhouse subject, acknowledged the technical constraints of
building on a rooftop, but did not mention the regulatory constraints. This may be
because densely-populated New York City is more accustomed to rooftop
construction and therefore may have more straightforward procedures. Aside from
NYSW, New York City is home to other rooftop greenhouse organizations such
as Gotham Greens and BrightFarms Systems. Additionally, as part of a broader
green initiative, the New York City Department of City Planning has proposed a
zoning text amendment which would exempt rooftop greenhouses from a
building’s floor area and height limits, provided the greenhouse meets certain
criteria (New York City Department of City Planning).
In addition to New York, many cities, including Boston, are proactively
expanding urban agriculture’s potential turf via updated zoning, overlays, and
other targeted changes. Boston’s Open Space Subdistrict zoning, introduced in
1988 to protect different types of open space,13 is a proactive and strong measure
to secure open space throughout the city, though not directly supportive of urban
agriculture. Recently, the City’s establishment of Urban Agriculture Overlay
Districts opens the door for a variety of urban agriculture activities. Still, a recent
memorandum to Boston Redevelopment Authority’s Urban Agriculture Working
Group points out that greenhouses, which have been “generally regarded as
accessory structures,” are not specifically defined by the Boston Zoning Code.
The memo recommends creating a category called “Accessory Farm Structures”
to include greenhouses and hoophouses in the code. Other cities, such as
13

The nine different types are community gardens, parkland, recreation, shoreland, urban wild,
waterfront access area, cemetery, urban plaza, and air-right.
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Baltimore, Cleveland, and Chicago, currently address accessory farm structures in
their zoning codes, either through accessory use or urban farm-related building
regulations (Read, Cameron, and Okner 2012). Thus, while the regulatory
framework may raise early hurdles for starting a community-oriented urban
greenhouse—especially in cities where urban agriculture has not yet been
embraced—it is not overly forbidding. Furthermore, increasing adoption of
agriculture-friendly zoning policies in cities throughout the U.S. suggests that the
regulatory obstacles for urban greenhouses will diminish over time.

Capital Costs
Capital costs for greenhouses varied significantly, especially based on the price of
land and the costs of the greenhouse structure and technologies. Many of the
greenhouses I studied are located in low-income neighborhoods where vacancies
abound and properties are cheap. Locating in low-income neighborhoods is rarely
just a matter of thrift for urban greenhouses, but in fact quite relevant to their
mission. Conveniently, this also means that land acquisition for a greenhouse
(buying or renting) can be a relatively low hurdle. Growing Power’s Will Allen
has built an urban agriculture empire on a rundown 2-acre parcel in foreclosure—
I could not find the price he paid for this property, but presumably it was
inexpensive. Cleveland’s Community Greenhouse Partners negotiated $35,000 for
its 2.83-acre property, which also included a church and 8-bedroom rectory
(Smith 2011, “Crop Report – The Year in Review”). Such sums are not
insignificant and can still present a considerable fundraising challenge, but every
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organization I studied overcame this barrier. This is not surprising given that I
was likely to only learn of greenhouse organizations that have crossed a certain
threshold of existence. However, I still found no evidence to suggest that finding
and acquiring land was the limiting factor for other would-be greenhouse
organizations.
In some cases, the cost of land was almost zero for the managing
organization. Lowell’s Community Gardens Greenhouse resides on land leased
for free from the National Park Service. In the case of the Dudley Greenhouse,
both the greenhouse structure and land underneath it (formerly an abandoned
garage) were a compensatory gift from the Massachusetts Highway Division to
the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative. The Dudley Greenhouse was a public
agency’s payment for committing an environmental injustice; the Community
Gardens Greenhouse, meanwhile, shows the cost-free willingness of a public
entity to assist a community-based organization. Both cases suggest that cities
may be peppered with opportunities for community-oriented greenhouses to
receive some form of public subsidy.
Another dimension of greenhouse start-up expenses is the cost of the
greenhouse structure itself, which ranges wildly—both in absolute cost and cost
per square foot—based on materials and technology. Durable and/or attractive
materials and sophisticated technologies can easily run up the bill. Ventilation and
irrigation systems, renewable energy capture, energy-efficient equipment, and
innovative design all serve to improve the long-term productivity and efficiency
of the greenhouse, but can be quite expensive. The commercial greenhouses
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planned by LightEffect Farms and Community Greenhouse Partners, are each
estimated at or over $800,000 total (including soft and hard costs), ranging
between $170 and $340 per square foot depending on the final size. NYSW’s Sun
Works Center includes technology such as a retractable heat blanket, a weather
station, and an electrical heat pump utilizing the building’s stored heat, and also
cost about $800,000 (NYSW Director Laurie Schoeman, pers. comm.). Yet at
about $563.40 per square foot, it may be the most expensive greenhouse I studied.
Meanwhile, Growing Power’s plan for a five-story vertical farm—which currently
seems to represent the holy grail of urban agriculture (see my discussion of
Dickson Despommier’s book in the Literature Review)—is estimated to cost $10
million. While this is the highest absolute cost, its cost per square foot, about
$294, is in the range of other high-end greenhouses (Reid 2010).

Figure 5.1 Growing Power’s plan for a vertical farm (Growing Power, “Vertical Farm”)
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Fortunately, when it comes to growing plants, the eternal relevance of
unsophisticated technology means that start-up costs can also be very low. Just
about any organization can afford to prop up some hoops and stretch a plastic film
over them. Community Greenhouse Partners, for example, built an approximately
450-square-foot greenhouse using bamboo harvested for free from a volunteer’s
backyard and purchased plastic covering—all together costing only $200 or about
44 cents per square foot. (To compare, CGP’s purchased hoophouses, from
Tunnel Vision Hoops, each cost about $8,000, or $6.40 per square foot.) Director
Tim Smith describes Bamboo House as a “temporary greenhouse,” but just how
temporary remains to be seen—CGP will use it until it’s exhausted, demonstrating
just how much greenhouse $200 buys. In such cases, volunteer labor, supplies
donations, and ingenuity are the higher costs, allowing the monetary cost to be
quite minimal.
Indeed, volunteer labor, supplies donations, and ingenuity are vital inputs
to all of the nonprofits I studied because they allow these organizations to draw
out their capital as far as possible.

Operating Costs
Techniques for stretching investment do not only apply to capital projects, but are
a part of nonprofit greenhouses’ ongoing operations as well. Nonprofit
greenhouse operations would be severely diminished without continual help from
volunteers and frequent bursts of resourcefulness. The Community Gardens
Greenhouse subsists on an average of only $1,000 to $1,500 per year by relying
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on donations of time, supplies, and the knowledge and dedication of the
greenhouse manager. At the other end of the income spectrum, Growing Power
rakes in revenue from all sides—grants, donations, fees, and sales—but still
stretches each dollar with donated time and supplies and innovation. In fact,
Growing Power’s success and influence owe in large part to the farm’s constant
experimentation and ingenious growing systems. The farm has made a business
out of innovation in urban agriculture.
In general, I had trouble finding data about greenhouse operating costs.
Nearly every organization I looked at is new, expanding, or otherwise changing in
some way, meaning that annual operating costs are slippery and inconsistent. Two
exceptions to this are the Inuvik Community Greenhouse and Concordia
Greenhouse Project, which each reported a yearly operating sum of about $70,000
(however, I do not know how the figure breaks down) (Community Garden
Society of Inuvik, pers. comm.; Jackie Martin, pers. comm.). Some nonprofits,
such as City Natives and Community Gardens Greenhouse, have partners who
foot the utility bills or other costs, so the true total cost of running the greenhouse
is unknown to even the greenhouse managers.
Though I found few details about overhead costs, I believe that utilities
account for much of the overhead in at least several of my subjects. Rent or other
property costs seemed to be very low or zero for many of the organizations, often
either because they already paid in full for the land or leased land for free.
However, heating, irrigation, and electricity were important for nearly all of the
subjects, especially those open year-round. Because energy usage can be a major
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cost, energy efficiency is often a top objective. The pursuit of energy efficiency is
therefore a driver of many greenhouse capital projects and also a major source of
innovation. Note that simple unheated hoophouses require no utilities aside from
water for irrigation. This is both an advantage and disadvantage of unheated
hoophouses—they are inexpensive, but limited in their ability to extend the
growing season.
Average annual materials costs were also tricky for me to pin down
because so many greenhouse inputs, such as compost, seeds, and gardening tools,
are either homegrown or donated. At nonprofit greenhouses, scrappiness is the
name of the game. Purchased materials were often part of capital investments
such as an additional greenhouse, a new composting system, or solar panels,
rather than consistent yearly expenditures.
Labor is a major operating cost, though in most nonprofit greenhouses I
studied, this fact is more theoretical than actual, since they each depend on free
labor to varying extents. Many of my subjects intend to employ a staff eventually
(goals for staff size ranged from one to about 40 people), but few currently pay
more than one or two staff members, if they pay at all. At Community
Greenhouse Partners, all of the labor is currently volunteer, including that of the
full-time director. However, CGP is young and expanding rapidly, hoping thus
that grants and sales revenue will soon catch up to labor costs. The Dudley
Greenhouse’s manager, the lone paid staff member at the moment, is currently
funded through a grant. The Food Project hopes to eventually finance her position
as well as 1-2 additional staff members using revenue from its nascent
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Commercial Enterprise. For-profit Evergreen Cooperatives has designed its Green
City Growers Cooperative to provide 30-40 employee-owners with not only a
living wage but a chance for upward mobility within the company (Evergreen
Cooperatives). In all of these cases, the profit-oriented commercial component is
meant to pay for labor. These arrangements have been well researched and
carefully planned, although their viability has not yet been proven. Growing
Power, through its many streams of revenue, has been able to fund a payroll of 60,
including 30-40 full-time staff members. This shows that it is possible for a
nonprofit urban agriculture venture to support a paid staff.

Elements of Success
In their review of entrepreneurial urban agriculture efforts in the United States,
Jerry Kaufman and Martin Bailkey observe that implementing an urban
agriculture venture “takes persistence, a certain amount of luck, and perhaps more
importantly, the ability and willingness to be flexible and improvisational in
working through obstacles within the highly fluid contexts in which projects are
initiated and managed” (Kaufman and Bailkey 2000, 66). While their report was
written in 2000, and urban agriculture has become increasingly mainstream since
then, their observation seems as applicable as ever, especially to urban
greenhouses. Still, it should be a welcoming prospect that to start and even to
sustain a greenhouse, little more need be purchased than a cheap patch of dirt and
a few readily-available materials. However, the success of any greenhouse
venture, big or small, depends on certain non-material inputs as well: expertise
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and effort. New York Sun Works, whose educational greenhouses use state-ofthe-art technologies and systems, require that partnering schools “commit to
providing a teacher to operate the greenhouse as well as teach classes.” The
organization emphasizes that this provision is vital to the success of the
greenhouse. NYSW even includes the cost of teacher training in its capital cost
estimates (NY Sun Works 2010). The kinds of expertise and labor needed vary
with the sophistication of the greenhouse.
Steering the overall program design and the day-to-day work of the
greenhouse is its mission. To what need is the greenhouse responding? What
niche is it filling? The relevance and communication of the mission are vital for
garnering financial and social support. Fortunately, foundations, city governments,
and the public at large are increasingly receptive to and supportive of a range of
urban agriculture activities. As discussed in the Literature Review, increasing
public awareness of certain problems—such as food deserts, obesity, and the
environmental tolls of conventional agriculture—has generally boosted urban
agriculture’s standing. Known successes in the field have further contributed.
Certainly, the prominence of Growing Power and the charismatic leadership of
Will Allen have increased the overall profile of urban agriculture.
Urban greenhouses also benefit from the fact that plants are generally well
liked and plant cultivation is a mainstream, non-controversial activity.
Additionally, community-oriented urban greenhouses often locate themselves
where development pressure is low and therefore the opportunity costs are not
threatening. In more expensive or higher-profile areas, greenhouses seem to have
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a better shot on the rooftops, where there is less competition for space (and more
sun), as well as opportunities for collaboration with building owners and tenants.
However, those wishing to build on a rooftop must contend with additional
complications of technical and regulatory requirements (and, in some cases,
collaborating with building owners or tenants may also be seen as a complication).
Perhaps because of this, rooftop greenhouses like the Sun Works Center tend to
be technologically sophisticated operations, taking full advantage of their sites
and improving the host buildings’ overall environmental profiles.
In many cases, successfully establishing a greenhouse requires not only
the recognition of certain problems or unmet needs, but also a recognition of
existing community assets upon which to build—literally and figuratively. In the
cases of the Concordia Greenhouse and Inuvik Community Greenhouses, a few
people rallied for the restoration of an unused building (respectively, a rooftop
greenhouse and a hockey rink) toward the purpose of indoor agriculture. In the
case of Green City Growers Cooperative, Evergreen Cooperatives saw jobcreating potential in the food needs of University Circle’s many anchor
institutions. Likewise, in almost all cases, an organization identifies the
characteristics and conditions of a location and/or community that could assist
certain greenhouse goals.
In other words, wherever they go, successful urban greenhouses are
capitalizing on advantageous conditions. But rarely are urban greenhouse
concepts and missions calculated only according to such conditions. Because
greenhouses are versatile and can respond to so many needs (and there are, of
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course, so many needs), the mission is largely based on the perceptions and
preferences of its leaders. Often the mission is as personal and subjective as it is
practical. For example, Deborah Harding’s interest in reducing the plight of the
hungry, her stated non-interest in money, and her generous nature guide the
operations of the Community Gardens Greenhouse. In another person’s hands, the
CGG might follow a very different path, perhaps more oriented toward funding.
The fact that greenhouses can be tailored not only to neighborhood
conditions, but also, in many ways, to the personalities, ideas, and concerns of the
people involved with them, compounds their versatility. At the beginning of this
chapter, I say that each greenhouse is a prototype in its own way—this is largely
because of the variations introduced by those who operate the greenhouse. When
these variations survive, they demonstrate a successful way of doing something,
at least in one context, sometimes against expectations or conventional wisdom.
Returning to the example of the Community Gardens Greenhouse: as is, the CGG
highlights the functionality of a small organization operating largely on one
person’s hard work and many people’s goodwill. It’s a success story, but with
noteworthy drawbacks: the greenhouse manager is stretched thin, and the
organization at times barely scrapes by. Still, it’s a hopeful counterpoint to
conventional culture in which money plays a much bigger role.

Measures of Success
Each greenhouse I studied responds to a set of perceived needs and wants, which
are validated by its users and patrons. For example, the fact that, when given the
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opportunity, Roxbury residents asked for a community greenhouse suggests that
there may be a widespread latent demand for community greenhouses in cities.
Once established, greenhouses seem to have no trouble finding people who
engage with the greenhouse products and programs. Thus, greenhouse
organizations are rightly confident in the value of their work and their missions
even if they are not profitable, meaning considerable success is achieved simply
by their survival.
Benchmarks and measures of success—such as pounds of produce sold or
number of volunteers—provide meaningful points for assessment, but were not a
focus for any of the organizations. For-profit greenhouses have an obvious
benchmark—profit—but, based on their missions, profitability alone would not
mean success. This is because all subjects in this thesis emphasize long-term
goals, or “outcomes,” over short-term benchmarks, or “outputs.” Rather, outputs
are a means to achieve certain outcomes, which are abstract and not easily
measured, but which best reflect the missions of community-oriented urban
greenhouses. Figure 5.2 shows the collective inputs, outputs, and outcomes of
community-oriented urban greenhouses. Note that the chart does not list all
possible inputs, outputs, or outcomes, but some of the most common.
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Figure 5.2 Flow chart showing the typical inputs, outputs, and ideal outcomes of a communityoriented urban greenhouse

As mentioned above, the great value of these outcomes means that any
organization making progress toward them has achieved some measure of success
merely by its survival. In fact, survival-expansion-survival seemed to be a typical
modus operandi. Many organizations—especially urban agriculture nonprofits—
tend to have big ambitions but start small, finding any humble entry point into the
field. After implementing the first phase of a project, an organization can attempt
to expand in some way. For example, Growing Power, Feed Denver, and
Community Greenhouse Partners aim to continue achieving new levels of
influence and productivity (the latter two look to the former as a model). While
they may not plan to expand forever, for now the equilibrium is growth:
stabilizing past victories while pursuing new ones.
For other organizations such as Boston Natural Areas Network and
Community Gardens Greenhouse, the pace of growth is much slower—
improvement and development are still goals, but the focus is primarily on
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keeping a good thing going. Meanwhile, for-profit companies—and a few
nonprofits such as New York Sun Works—attempt to enter the field at a high
level, requiring a large amount of capital to build an advanced greenhouse that
may bring them relatively close to their long-term visions.
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Chapter Six:
CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS
Community-oriented greenhouses have the potential to do a lot of good in cities.
The subjects in this report show how they can increase local food accessibility,
create new public gathering space, offer aesthetic pleasure, absorb stormwater and
other waste, fortify the ecosystem, put abandoned lots to use, provide countless
opportunities for education, and even generate employment. Together, they
demonstrate a great diversity—both between and within the four main types I
distinguished: urban agriculture, education, conservation, and for-profit business.

Why Greenhouses
Currently, community-oriented urban greenhouses are uncommon and perhaps
not often called to mind as a solution to problems such as abandoned lots or
stormwater runoff—nor are they usually considered as a prospect for social space,
immigrant acculturation, or minority and youth employment. In fact, this thesis
may be the first piece of academic literature expressly focusing on the topic of
community-oriented urban greenhouses. However, greenhouses are well
positioned to earn a much bigger place in the urban system. Because their form
and format are variable, greenhouses can adapt to local conditions, both cultural
and environmental (including those of the built environment). They also fit in
well with many broader trends and issues of the day, such as the rise of urban
agriculture, concerns about food deserts and public health problems, increasing
interest in energy efficiency, and the piecemeal revitalization of inner cities
throughout the country—especially through localized, urbanist solutions.
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Overcoming Challenges, Defining Success
Depending on their technology, materials, and size, greenhouses can be expensive
to build and to operate. Funding is the greatest common challenge to communityoriented greenhouses. Even though most of them produce commodities such as
seedlings or vegetables—often efficiently—few achieve the economies of scale
needed to recover their expenses. However, for-profit business greenhouses do
rely on reaching the economies of scale necessary to be profitable, which would
allow them to meet their social and environmental goals. Several nonprofit
greenhouses are also experimenting with an intensive commercial component that
would cover all costs. The idea is promising, but it hasn’t yet been proven. All
nonprofit community-oriented urban greenhouses rely on some measure of
volunteer labor—always as part of a symbiosis in which the volunteers benefit by
learning about gardening, getting to take home vegetables, or simply spending
time in a pleasant environment with other people, working toward what they see
as a worthy goal. No matter the arrangement, the abundant supply of volunteers
for greenhouse work suggests that all of these organizations are truly meeting a
need.
I started off this project expecting to learn a lot about greenhouse
success—what marks a successful greenhouse organization? How can a
greenhouse be optimized based on its locality? Yet I found the concepts of
success and optimization to be less useful to describe whole organizations or
greenhouse plans and, instead, more applicable to subsystems, such as specific
growing techniques or energy efficiency measures. I found that all of the
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community-oriented urban greenhouses are successful in that they have identified
niches for themselves and are making positive change on some scale. They have
done this by recognizing certain unmet needs and also by recognizing what they,
as an organization, have the capacity and ambition to do. In this way, the
versatility of the urban greenhouse concept shines: it is not only adaptable to
different settings, but also to different interests and motivations. So perhaps the
questions should be: how can a city use greenhouses to contribute to its overall
success? How can urban systems be optimized by including greenhouses?

Recommendations and Future Research
Though the purpose of this research was mainly to assess the uses and roles of
community-oriented urban greenhouses, I have also in part seen how local
governments can help set the stage. As cities increasingly accommodate urban
agriculture uses through zoning updates and other regulations, they should
specifically address greenhouses as well. There is more than one way to do this—
already, a handful of cities have used a few different zoning approaches for urban
agriculture greenhouses. The designation should attempt to minimize changes to
existing zoning as well the need for variances. Given that greenhouses can be put
to so many uses, they should be permitted in both commercial and residential
zones, allowing them the greatest flexibility for addressing communities’ needs.
Additionally, conservatories and other conservation greenhouses could potentially
be incorporated into open space standards. As in New York City, rooftop
greenhouses can be encouraged by being exempted from building floor area and
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height requirements, provided they meet certain environmental standards. In some
cases, as with the Community Gardens Greenhouse in Lowell, public agencies or
local governments may be able to directly lend underutilized property to a
community-oriented greenhouse organization, recognizing that the use will
benefit the neighborhood.
Future research may build on these points by exploring the municipality’s
role in greater depth, enumerating the ways in which it can accommodate and
promote greenhouses. Just as there are guides to the regulatory processes that
affect urban agriculture, intended both for local governments and urban farmers,
there can be a guide to the regulatory processes affecting urban greenhouses in
their many forms. Such a guide can help future operators navigate these processes
as well as recommend certain policy and planning measures to local governments.
Future research can also further examine usable strategies for current or
prospective greenhouse operators. Because many of the subjects in this thesis are
still in their early stages, a later study should revisit them and evaluate the
development of their operations—for example, looking at the feasibility of
including a for-profit component in a nonprofit operation. Meanwhile, new
initiatives are certain to enter the picture, experimenting with novel combinations
of programs and settings, generating yet more ideas about how and why to use
greenhouses. Additional research that I believe would be helpful for current and
prospective greenhouse operators would be to assess funding structures—
identifying the most viable—and to detail and itemize as many pertinent
technologies and systems as possible.
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The findings, analyses, and recommendations in this thesis show the wide
applicability and value of greenhouses in urban settings. Thus, greenhouse
growing, while not a new concept, is increasingly called upon to serve the goals
of community-based organizations—a movement captured here in its early stages.
Individually, greenhouses are localized agents of positive change. Collectively,
and alongside other constructive efforts, they may assist a gradual transformation
in cities, facilitating environmental sustainability, improved public health, and
neighborhood vitality.
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